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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
1905

31,478.56

ft 0., Licenses.. 1,447.00
259.50
Mdse., Licenses ...
599.40
Poll tax
14.00
Fines
Del tax through
Dist court
2,i25.04
71.78 47,330.:
Miscellaneous
L.

JURY

GRAND

SUB-GOMMITTE-

Report on County
Off ices and Structures.

JI

MS

HEEDED

$69,324.74
Making a total of..;
For the same period there has been
expended as follows:
Genl. county
$ 3,207.10
Court
3,632.71

Forwarded
6,739.81
Total brought forward
$69,324.74
Forwarded
$ 6,739.81
int. & bds. of 1882.. 2,452.00
R. &

I

Great

....

Their

....

-

to f98.268.00.
We Understand

that the Territorial
county auditor is now Instituting in
the office of the county treasurer a
new system of recording and cheeking
the bond and coupon Indebtedness of
the county, which will be a vast improvement on the manner in which It
is now being done.
We recommend the Board of County
Commissioners, who evidently have
had the interests of the county at
heart for their course In pushing the
collection of taxes and keeping the
expenditures of the county down to
Its lowest point, and especially do we
congratulate the tax payers of the
county of Santa Fe on the fact that
the levy for 1906 has been reduced
seven mills, less than the year 1905,
and taking into consideration the number of bridges that have been built
In this county within the last year
or two, and the building of the new
county jail, we feel that a new era
is dawning upon this county.
Respectfully,
DAVID GONZALES,

PEDRO QUINTANA,
RIVERA.

MONICO

....

deposit to credit of
Treas. and Col. of
$25 376.28
Santa Fe County
Showing a gain of cash balance on
hand between January 1st, 1905, and
June 30th 1906, eighteen months, of
$10,199.68.
Report of Committee on Penitentiary.
To the Foreman of the Grand Jury:
We, your committee, appointed to
visit the New Mexico Penitentiary,
wish to report that everything in and

about the said Institution was found
to be in a good condition.
At the same time we wish to thank
Captain Trelford, Samuel W. Sample,
A. J. Knight and Marcellno Alderete,
tor their courtesies tendered us while
on our Inspection of the said insti
tution.
Your committee: Henry Woodruff,
Hllarlo Baca, Candldo Duran, Loren
zo Gutierrez, Melqulades Quintana.
Report on Court House, Jail and
Bridges.
To the Foreman of the Grand Jury:
Sir We, the committee, appointed
by you to examine into the court
house, jail and public bridges, beg
leave to report as follows:
We have examined the court house
and find the same to be in good or
der and condition.
We have examined the different
bridges and find that they are of subin
stantial build, well constructed,
good order and repair, and a credit to
this county.
We have examined the new county
jail and find that on completion it will
not only be a very handsome bsildlng,
but' a substantial and strong modern
jail in every respect,' The design of
the new jail is In itself an Ideal one,
and construction has been carried on
In a thoroughly workman-likmanner.
It is composed of concrete, and in the
center of the walls steel bars run
across every twelve inches, and hori
inches,
zontally every twenty-fou- r
thus making the escape of a prisoner
practically an Impossibility. The resi
dence portion of the jail is composed
of brick, with stone trimmings, and
with a deep and strong stone foundation throughout the whole building,
the basement of the cell portion being
composed of solid concrete. We understand through the courtesy of the
county commissioners that the contract price of this building is $7,390.00,
(this, however, does not cover the
plumbing or furnishing), which we
consider a very low figure for the size
of the building, and the quality of ma
terial used.
It is without doubt in our minds the
best appointed jail in the Territory,
and the people of this city and county
are certainly to be congratulated upon having a board of county commis
sioners which has brought about
these happy results.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES L. WHEELER,
WARREN REYNOLDS,
e

Financial Condition of County.
On January 1st, 1905 there were
ANSELMO ARMIJO.
in the hands of the treasurer, bal.
ances in various rurd3 aggregat-yHARRIMAN AFTER
$15,176.70
ing
CHICAGO-MILWAUKEwas
there
the
E
During
year
collected from various sources as follows:
Lin: Too On Deal Depends Whether
Tax
Or Not He Will Take Over
1901 and prior... $ 4,169.48
Baltimore ft Ohio.

'

...

1902
1903
1904
1905

.... .... ....
.... .... ....

L. ft G., Licenses
Mdse., Licenses ...
-

"

.....

Poll tax ....
Fine
.1 ....
....
Pullman
Com. school inc....
Knaebel.
Miscellaneous
Dlst court elk.....

.....
.....

,

....

.

808.12
2,053.47
29,666.79
26,057.71
6,756.00"
815.60
183.30
40.70
'
4.83
2,425.50
3,566.09
78.40
48.00 76,573.89

Making a total to

.$91,750.69
be act. for.... .... . .
For the same period there was ex
pended as follows:
GenL County .;...$ 8,334.18
... 4,887.87
Court
Int ft bds. of 1882. 6,170.60
6.00
Wild animal btx .,
4,231.99
R. ft B
.
.... 1,448.74
C. H. ft J
Ter. treas. .... .. 18,335.81
.... 2,762.80
Treas
Assessors .... ... 1,476.46
Municipal taxes . . 13j667.95
6,451.73
School funds
671.23
Index
686.05
Survey ....
824.93 69,756.24
Miscellaneous . , . .

.....
......
......
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Railroad Property, 8table and 150
Horses. Burned Two Men and a
Woman Are Missing.
Tacoma, Wash., Sept. 21. Fire last
night destroyed the Tacoma Eastern
ttauroad depot and freight house, a
large livery stable with 150 horses and
a number of other buildings. The
loss is $150,000. Two men and one
woman are missing and. they may have
burned.
.v
.

101

Rev. Buchtel Repub Wrecked Business From the Typhoon
Portion of jellico Which Swept Hong
lican Candidate
Tennessee.
for Governor.
Kong.
ELEVEN

PERSONS

BODIES LOADED

KILLED

Chancellor of State University Top Blown Off Big Hotel-sive
Chosen By Committee
Every Store in
A High Tribute.
in Car.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 21. In a state
ment issued today by the committee
appointed by the Republican state
convention to fill the vacancies on the
ticket (John F. Vivian, Franklin E.
Brooks and George Stldger) announcing the choice of Rev. Henry A. Buchtel, Chancellor of the Denver University, as the gubernatorial candidate In
place of Phillip B. Stewart, who de
clined the nomination, the committee
says:
Many Names Considered But Buchtel
Outshone All.
'The names of many eminent and
faithful
distinguished Republicans,
party workers in every way, fitted
fill the high, office, were suggested,
and carefully considered. One man by
virtue of his inherent character,
attainments,
splendid
commanding
position and lofty Republicanism tow
Buchtel
Dr.
ered above them all.
cheerfully and cordially responded to
the party call."
r

totally destroyed and nearly every
store blown to pieces or damaged.
Blew Top Off 'Hotel BuildingThe entire third floor of the Car- mathen, a large brick hotel was blown
-

off.

List of Dead.
Thu known dead are:

-

s

WOMAN IN RACE
FOR CONGRESS
On Socialists Ticket of Texas
'

Advo

cates Federal Ownership of
Packing Plants.

Fort Worth, Texas, Sept. 21. Laura
B. Payne In accepting yesterday, the
nomination of the Socialist ticket for
Congress from this district came out.
strongly for government ownership of
packing houses as well as of railroads.
Miss Payne, who Is the first woman to
run for Congress in Texas, said that
she would press her campaign vigor
ously, "The first thing I would do it
elected," she said, "would be to accuse
the grafters in Congress and try to
arouse the public to oust all rogues
from the national legislature.

MONSTER CORNER
STONE IS LAID
Roosevelt Storage
Six Tons Supervising
Architect Hill Officiated.

On Big

Dam-Wei- ghed

The union depot was shattered in
splinters. The explosion occurred on
the Kentucky side of Jellico and ev
ery house In that division is wrecked.
It Is estimated that
of the
population Is homeless, It is believed
that the explosion was caused by
spontaneous combustion In a car of
dynamite consigned to the Rand Powder Company which arrived over the
Southern Railroad at 5:30 o'clock this
morning and was side tracked in the
yards used Jointly hj- the Southern
and the Louisville "i Nnsi.illle.
-

FROM SILVER CITY
TO WINKLEMAN
Santa Fe Railway Considering Con
struction of Line Between
These Points.
The Topeka Star Journal says that
the Santa Fe has begun" to forge
ahead with its many new projects und
Is now tyWng to improve the main
line. The route In Arizona is the center of attraction. The company has
under process of conjtruction a cutoff from Daggett, on the main line
to Wlckenburg. The (line is commonly
known to be under the control of the
Santa Fe. When this line is com
pleted many miles will be saved and
the service will be greatly improved.
The Santa Fe is also considering the
construction ot a line from Silver City,
N. M.. to Winkleman, Ariz. This will
give the trains on the main line of the
Santa Fe an opportunity to go around
' the worst tunnels and grades
on the road and would not make any
material difference In the mileage. By
so doing it would pave the way for a
through route over the Santa Fe to
Galveston,.
BERNALILLO COUNTY
REPUBLICAN

21.

CONVENTION.

San Francisco, Sept. 21. The Down
Town Property Owners Association
adonted a resolution yesterday reclt- Ine that the increased cost of labor
and material since the fire, is pre

that the precinct meetings shall not
be held later than September 24, the
date, hour and place being left to the
discretion of the respective precinct
chairmen. In precincts 12 and 26 the
primaries will be held on the evening
of September 24.
TO FIGHT
MURPHY AND HEARST.

New York, Sept. 21.

Mayor George
McClellan announced today that he
will attend the Democratic State convention at Buffalo next Tuesday. It
the
Is understood that he will lead
venting the erection of permanent fight against Charles F. Murphy and
hnlldines and authorising the appoint William R. Hearst on behalf of Disment of a committee to confer with trict Attorney Jerome.
the Building Trades' Council with a
view to fixing the wages at some time
in the near future at the rate existing GENERAL J. C. HILL
DEAD
prior to the fire.
B.

Richmond, Va., Sept. 21. General
James C. Hill, a distinguished Confederate officer and the first railway
commissioner of Virginia died at his
Corner Stone Was Laid Today at Chi home in Scottsvllle, aged 76 years!
cago Vice President" Fair-- ,
banks Was Orator,
,v.
ANOTHER BIG 8TEAM- SHIP GOE8 AGROUND.
Chicago, Sept. 21. The cornerstone
new county building,
of Chicago's
Hamburg, Sept. 21. The Hamburg-AmericaLine eteamshlp "Blucher"
which will be the largest court house
In the world was laid today, with ela- from Hamburg, bound for New York,
borate ceremonies. Vice President has run aground In Elbe. Assistance
Fairbanks was the orator of the day Is being sent.

LARGEST COURT
HOUSE IN WORLD

.,

Alone

Can

Be

ANY

Received.
Washington, Sept. 21. In a recent
opinion the Interstate Commerce Commission takes Important action in construing the application of the new
railroad rate law and providing gen
eral rules applying to joint tariff rates
on new lines and to commutation,
mileage and excursion rates. The
rulings are as follows:
Noth"Payment for transportation
ing but money can be lawfully received
or accepted In payment for transportation subject to the act, whether of
passengers or property, or for any
service in connection therewith, it being the opinion of the commission that
the prohibition against charging or
collecting a greater or less or different
compensation than the established
rates In effect ut the time precludes
the .acceptance of services, property
or other payment In lieu of the
amount of money specified In the pub
lished schedules.
"Notices of changes In rates
Where two or more connecting carriers
establish a joint, rate which is less
or greater than the sum of their local
rates, such joint rale is a change of
rates and requlrps a notice of thirty
days. In such a case the joint rate
when duly establishel and In force be
comes the only lawful rate for through
transportation.
"New roads On new lines of
roads, including branches and exten
sions of existing roads, cut rates may
lie established In the first Instances
and also joint rates to and from points
on such new line without notice, on
posting a tariff of such rates and filing the same with the commission.
'Rouud trip excursion rates It is
the opinion of the commission that the
provisions of the amended sixth sec
tion in respect of the publishing, filing
and posting of tariffs apply to the
mileage, excursion . and cumulation
rates authorized by the twenty-seond section. Such a rate when first
established Is held to be a change of
rates which requires a notice of 30
days. No reason appears why this
notice should not be given In the
case of mileage rates, commutation
rates, round trip rates or other re
duced rates which, like ordinary pas
senger rates, are established for an
Indefinite period and appear to be a
matter of permanent policy. Strictly
excursion rates, however, covering a
named and limited period, are of a
different character in this regard, and
may properly be established on much

swollen and putrifylng under the
fierce ray3
of
Owthe sun.
ing to the fact that so many of the
smaller crafts were lost In the storm,
the work of clearing the harbor and
the river, Is rendered difficult. Most
of the ibodles among the ruins of
buildings, on the land, have been carted out and buried.
Soldiers, civilians
and collies work side by side, digging
graves and gathering bodies for burial.
Many of those missing were lost at
sea. Mothers search for children,
wives for husbands and friends for
friends.
The exact loss of life will
probably remain unknown.
Storm Which Followed Typhoon Added to Confusion.
The storm which followed the typhoon, a night later, added greatly to
the confusion. It did little damage
but the people were frightened and
fled inland. Many suffered severely
having no shelter, their homes having been destroyed by the typhoon.
Public feeling against the officials in
charge of the observatory Is increasIt is said that a warning of
ing.
some hours should have been given.
shorter notice.
Negligence is alleged.
'To avoid the necessity for special
in cases of this kind, the
application
LAS VEGAS DAY
commission has mnde a general order
AT BIG FAIR fixing the following named times of
notice of round trip excursion rates,
and carriers may govern themselves
Train
From
Carries
Crowds
Special
accordingly.
Meadow City Base Ball Contest
"Rates for an excursion limited to
and Racing Features.
a designated period of not more than
three days may be established without
further notice upon posting a tariff
Special to the New Mexican.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 21. Las one day In advance In two public and
Vegas people are everywhere In evi- conspicuous places In the waiting
dence today at the fair grounds and room of each station where tickets for
In the city.
This Is Las Vegas day such excursion are sold and mailing
at the Twenty-sixtAnnual Territorial a copy thereof to the commission.
Fair. An excursion train carrying
"Rates for an excursion limited to
several hundred residents ot the Mead- it designated period of more than 60
ow City reached here at 11 o'clock days may be established upon a no- this morning. The weather is bright lice of three days in place of the 30
and cool, and could not have been lays notice otherwise required by the
more propitious.
amended sixth section.
Lola White won the Albuquerque
'Rates for an excursion limited to
derby yesterday afternoon, making a designated
period exceeding 30
In two min- days will require the statutory notice
the mile and
utes flat. Tlzona was second and Ed- unless shorter time Is allowed in spe
the cial cases by the commission."
ward Hale third. Kiowa won
stake
$1,000 White Seal Champagne
race in straight heats. Dancle J. came
under the wire second, with Hall In a The robbers are very bold and thus
The best time was far have escaped detection.
Morgan third.
2:16
George Crane, a pressman ot Albu
This morning's baseball game went querque, fell at the skating rink yes
to Trinidad, Santa Fe losing by a terday and broke an arm.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
score of 5 to 4. Lockhard pitched for
the Big Six. Lopez was on the slab baby show was held at the Casino
for the team from the Capital City. in Albuquerque and some 100 laughEngle, who lost two games for Trin- ing, crying, cooing Infants faced the
judges.
idad left last night for Denver. Clif- Solomon-likThe funeral directors and embalm- ton has withdrawn from the race and
gone home, having lost four games ers, a minister and newspaper men,
which put this team out of the money. dined sumptuously at the Alvarado
In the baseball tournament Trinidad Hotel in Albuquerque,
Wednesday
has won two and lost two, Globe has night.
S.
E.
won three and lost one, Santa Fe has
Captain
Wright, United States
won one and lost three, El Paso has Army recruiting officer at El Paso,
won one and lost two. Albuquerque is a visitor In Albuquerque for the
the
leads In the tournament with four two fold purpose of, attending
fair and securing army recruits. He
straight victories.
The New Mexico Wool and Sheep is a guest at the Alvarado Hotel.
of
George A. Fleming, secretary
Growers' Convention will wind up its
affairs this evening by the election of the Second Annual Northern New
Mexico Fair and Fall Festival at Las
officers.
Vegas, is in Albuquerque, boosting
Temperance People Elect Officers.
At the meeting of the executive that enterprise of the Meadow City.
board of the New Mexico Women's
Program for Saturday Sept, 22.
Down Town.
Temperance Union in Albuquerque
on
10 a. m. Carnival attractions
Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. M, J. Bor
den presided and in a speech declined the streets.
11:30 a. m. Reckless Russell and
as president of the Terr!
his
after
high diving act.
torial organization,
retiring
Fair Grounds.
about eighteen years of service in
1:30 P. M. Base ball at the fair
the white ribbon cause. The officers
grounds.
chosen for the ensuing year are:
2:00 p. m. Mitchell Wagon stake
President Mrs. S. C. Nutter, San
2:09 pace for $1,000.
race:
Marcial.
,
2:30 p. m. Free for all trot.
Vice President Miss Eva M. Tuck
3 p. m. Running races.
er, Las Vegas.
Corresponding Secretary Mrs. M "3:15 p. m. Indian races.
4:30 p. m. Balloon race between
C. Learning, Albuquerque.
mon
Recording Secretary Miss Le Due, Professor King, his wife and a
key, the three of them cutting loose
Las Cruces.
Treasurer Mrs, Ella O. Wood, with parachutes at the same time,,
Down Town.
Santa Fe.
7 p. m. Indian dances.
County vice presidents and super
7:30 p. m. Carnival attractions on
Intendents of the various departments
the streets.
were also elected.
This is masked carnival night when
A vote of thanks was extended to
for everybody masks and marches behind
Mrs. Borden, retiring president,
the band, confetti battles.
her long and faithful service.
Fruit and vegetable exhibit.
Jottings of Events in Duke City.
Sheep exhibit.
A number of homes have been rob
Jersey cattle exhibit.
bed In Albuquerque since the opening
Every day at the fair grounds.
of the fair and the police department
has found It necessary to place "fly
Subscribe for the New Mexican
cops" on duty in Increased numbers.
e

A

M'CLELLAN

Money

c

.

Senator Brackett announced today that there would
be no contest of Russell Sage's will.
The senator Intimated that, a financial
settlement had been effected but re
fused to give any information regarding It. It 13 understood that by this
settlement the twenty.five nephew?
and nieces to whom Sage left $25,000
each will receive $50,000 each, and
the minor heir, Edson T. Conrad, of
New York, will receive $125,000.
Russell Sage's wlH .was admitted to
probate today without a contest. By
a settlement reached here today the
legatees will receive from the execu-corof the estate double the amounts
of their legacies on condition that the
will be not contested.

CARTS

Houg Kong, Sept. 21. The entire
Kiioxvllle, Tenu., Sept. 21. Eleven
people are believed to have been fleet of six hundred fishing junks was
killed, probably fifty Injured and al- lost In the typhoon. This increases
most the entire business section of the mortality to ten thousand persons.
Practically all of the Baluchistan
Jellico, Tennessee, wrecked by a ter
rific explosion of dynamite early today troops are
In clearing the
In a car in the yards of the Louis- wreckage of the recent typhoon.
Bodies are being carried off In cartloads.
ville. & Nashville Railroad.
Explosion took Place in Business Many scavengers are being overcome
by the terrible stench.
Center.
The explosion occurred about a hun Terrible Scene In Harbor and Town.
The scene In the harbor and surdred yards north of the depot and
near the center of the business dis rounding districts is one of death and
desolation. The waters of the bay
trict.
Every warehouse in Jellico along are filled with floating debris interthe Louisville & Nashville road is spersed with human bodies, terribly

George Atkins, lineman; John Cook.
ear Inspector; Walter Rogers, clerk;
John Cordon, James Sharp, colored;
HEIRS WHACK UP
William Locell, aged 12; IJa Rayne,
SAGE'S MONEY aged
3; James Reynolds, Joseph Tel
son of J. M. Cook,
lers, an
Effected Settlement Without a Contest and one engineer,
The total
body unldentiflej-and
Nieces
Secure
Nephews
number of dead recovered at noon was
$50,000 Each.
eleven.
New York, Sept. 21.

JNTO

And Carried Out for Burial
Terrible Scenes in
Harbor.

-

Ruins-Explo-

William Rockefeller and the Smith
estate by which the control of the preliminary.
Chicago, Milwaukee ft St. Paul Rail
road may be turned over to the Union HIGH WAGES CAUSE
and Southern Pacific Companies. Up
CHEAP STRUCTURES
on the success of these negotiations
will depend the carrying out of the
Council in San Fran
deal by which the Baltimore ft Ohio Building Trades
Cisco to Be Asked to Cut
will become a part of the Union Paci'
8cale.
fic system.

DISASTROUS FIRE
INTACOMA

COMMERCE COM- '
MISSION RULING INTERVENTION

LIST

Important to Passengers and Shippers

Albuquerque, Sept. 21. The Berna
lillo County Republican Central Com
mes
Phoenix. Seot.
telephone
mittee met yesterday at the office of
sage from Roosevelt last night said La Bandera Americana and Issued the
that at 5:15 p. m., yesterday, Super- official
the county convention
visee Architect Hill laid the corner which call for
will be held at Albuquerque,
dam,
Roosevelt
of
storage
stone
the
26, for the purpose of se
an immense rock weighing six tons. September
New York, Sept, 21. The World to This is the beginning of the real lecting nine delegates to the Terri
day states that negotiations are in construction of .the big government torial convention at Las Vegas, Sepprogress between E. H. Harriman, enterprise, all previous work being tember 29. The official call Instructs

Leaving on
DESTR0Y8
$21,994. 35TTORNADO
.Tn 1 1906
BUILDINGS IN MINNESOTA.
.
For the six months commencing
Springfield, Mlnnw Sept, 21. Eleven
Jan. 1st, 1906, there has been collect
buildings were destroyed or damaged
ed as follows:
in a tornado that swept over this secTax
tion yesterday. No lives were lost.
797.33
1901 and prior ....$
The wind was accompanied by rain
1902 .... .... .... 2,111.95
fall that amounted almost to a cloud
2.662.38
X90A
burst.
1904 .... .... .... 6,263.46

...... ......

M

DEATH

B....

2,008.60
Court house & jail. 1,760.62
12.8S7.96
Ter. treas
And is
Improvement-Prai- ses Treas, com
1,940.38
968.80
Assessors com. . . .
for Officers and
7,883.09
Municipal tax
Work.
School funds
4,834.87
852.47
Judgments
87.22
Survey
New
As published in last evening's
5.0.36
Miscellaneous
reIt's
Mexican, the grand jury made
Delinquent tax ... I,0i2.38 43,948.46
port shortly after two o'clock yesterday afternoon and the reports of Its Bal.
July 1, 1906 on

were .made at the
same time. Owing to the fact that
the report was made in the afternoon
and space was lacking, the
reports were not published until today. They are as follows:
To the Foreman of the Grand Jury:
Sir We, the undersigned members
of the committee heretofore appointed by you to examine into the offices
of the county clerk and treasurer, beg
leave to report as follows:
We have examined the office of the
probate clerk and find the same in
good condition, the books veil kept
and the officers courteous to our
committee.
We have examined the office of the
county treasurer, and annexed hand
to you the tabulated report according
to the statement certified to by the
treasurer and collector of this county,
and we congratulate the county on its
excellent financial condition and upon
the apparent good management of the
county commissioners and other officers. We find by examining notes
that the county Is not spending as
much money as is collected by taxes
and that the balances in the various
funds have gradually Increased, which
is accounted for by the fact of increased collections and decreased expenditures, which certainly indicates
a better financial condition of this
county than it has had for years past.
We find that there is still due to
the county from the bondsmen of Q.
and collector
W. KnaebeL
of this county the sum of $2,098.45, to
recover which, suit will probably
. .
I
have to be brought.
,
We also find on the assessor's
books that for the year 1906, the net
Increase over the year 1905 amounts

TERRIBLE

PROFESSOR HEADS

....

NEW

NO. 183.
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By U. S. Gover-

nmentMatters
Serious.
TO

Taft Communicates
With

Constant-l-

President-Re-concentr-

y

ation

Policy.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 21. Intervention by the United States in Cuba
is likely to occur at any moment.
It
Is said that one of tne first acts of
the United States In the case of Intervention would be the adoption of
the policy of reconcentratlon, but without the honor attending the similar
policy of General Weyler.
225 Marines Landed to Protect
Plantations.
The Navy Department today received a disnatch from Commander
ot the Marietta, at Clenfuegos,
saying 225 marines had been landed
there from tne cruiser Dixie, which
had sailed Immediately thereafter for
her original station at Monte Crlsto,
Ful-la-

San Domingo.

The Cleveland, which arrived lids
morning ut Havana, has been ordered to proceed to eipnfK!f08. Captain
Allien R. C'ouden, commanding the
battleship Louisiana Is now In command of all the naval forces at 1hut
point.

Taft Found Conditions Far Worse
Than Was Known.
The wish In the attempts of the
American mediators to settle the Cuban quarrel appears to be approaching, indications today 3eem to be
that Secretary Taft will not be able
to settle the difficulty without a definite and real American intervention.
Mr. Taft was
today but
it was known that he had been in
with Presifrequent communication
dent Roosevelt, and reported conditions In Cuba to be far worse than he
had supposed.
Four More War Ships Arrive at
Havana.
The United
States battleships
Louisiana and Virginia and the cruisers Cleveland and Tacoma, arrived at
Havana this morning.
Spanish. Paper Says "Blue Jackets"
Fired on By Rebels.
La Discussion publishes a dispatch
from Clenfuegas
saying the "Blue
Jackets" from the American gun boat
Marietta, who were garrisoning Che
Soleda sugar estate have been fired
upon by rebels. The Americans returned the fire and the rebels fled.

SESSION OF

DISTRICT COURT
The district court tor Santa Fe Coun
ty reconvened this morning at 9
o'clock, Judge John R. McFle presid
ing. A. M. Bergere was a: his poet
as clerk. The Territory was represented by Deputy District Attorney
Charles C. Catron.
The only matter up before the ccr.rt
today was the case of lha Territory
vs. Victor Vigil, charged with assault
,
with a deadly weapon on his
Francisco Garcia y Castillo. The
deadly weapon in question was a rock
which the prosecution claims was
hurled at the complaining witne;s by
the defendant.
Attorney R. H. Hanna, who was en
gaged as counsel for Vigil, declined
to enter a plea of guilty of assault
and battery for his client when given
the opportunity of doing so by the
court.- - Vigil acknowledges
havlut;
thrown a rock at Garcia and declares
that the reason he hit the complainant
was because he had been called a vile
father-in-law-

name.

The morning session was taken up
empannellng the jury to hear the
case and the actual trial did not beA few wit
gin until this afternoon.
nesses were subpoened and it was expected that the case would be disposed of by time for adjournment this
evening.
In discharging the grand jurors yesterday afternoon Judge McFle commembers on the
plimented the
thoroughness of their investigations.
He stated that he was gratified with
the report that they had submitted to
him and was especially pleased over
Wis fact that few true bills had been
found which indicated that few crimes
of a serious nature had been commitIn

ted.
A civil suit is on

the docket for trial
tomorrow, after which, the decks will
be cleared for the big murder case
coming up next week on a change ot
venue from Taos County.
The Sebaitlan-Martlgrant case Is
drawing to a close. The referee, E.
A. Johnston, is preparing his amended report, which will soon be made.
This morning Hon. L. B. Prince presented to the court the petition of
Ramon Salazar, of Angostura, to' include the name of his late wife among
the children of Rafael' Velasco, as she
had been omitted In testimony sent,
from California.
The judge granted
the order.
The petition of the Plaza Colorado
Grant was before the court again today, on the objections to the report
of the commissioners. Among the witnesses are: J. M, C. Chaves, Francisco C. Chavez, Anlceto .Moya, Caslmlro
Montoya and William Gallegos, of
Plaza, Colorado. This involves the
title to the celebrated copper mines
;
north of Abiqulu.
n
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PACE TWO.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

A PLUMP CORRECTION.
The New Mexican recently foil Into
error when It said that O. A. Larra-zolwas defeated by Hon. B. S. Rodey
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
by almost 10,000 votes. It was a much
MAX. FROST, Editor.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
better man wiho was thus walloped,
the Hon. H. B. Ferguson. It wan two
years
before, when the Republican
Entered as Second Class Mutter hi the Santa Fe Postoffice.
party was not nearly as strong or as
well
organized, that Mr, L&rrazola
4.00
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. .. Dally, six months, by mail
was defeated by Mr. Rodey by a ma.25
$
2.00
carrier
three
Dally,
Dally, per week, by
month, by mall....
jority of about 4,000. It doesn't make
1.00 Weekly, per year
2.00
Dally, per mouth, by carrier
much difference anyway, for It Is Mr.
75
1.00
Dally, per month, by mall
Weekly, six mouth
Larrazola's turn now to be defeated
75
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, one year, by mail
by i.ie largest majority ever given
against a Democratic candidate but
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to the New Mexican beiieves In being
nd
In
the Terrltar
Uie aud growing circulation fair and least of all deilres to falsify
every poiitoflice
hji
among the Intelligent and progressive people cn me Southwest.
a historical record.

TRUTHFUL

REPORTS.

WOMAN AND FASHION

a

Sec'y-Trea-

UNIUN(SyjLABtT

The part that union labor Is taking
in the political contests this fall and
which It threatens to take In the fua direct menace to the liberture,
ties of this nation. Should this propaganda be successful It. will end Inevitably In the establishment of a Socialist le Democracy In which every man
will be more or less a slave, robbed
of all incentive to Individual effort and
t
In which self-- i
will be
The principal tenet of the
unionists Is a dead level for everybody, utid wherever they control, the
most Industrious and the most talented are curbed so as not to forge ahead
of his mote slothful neighbor or his
dissolute
1

THF.

LIVE

STOCK

OF cause any fear that, the courts will
cease to stand as the bulwark of liberof execty against the encroachments
utive or other branches of the government. No wonder, Mr. Uuteman
advocates annexation to Texas where
the judiciary Is proiiably handled with
it owes
les trouble by those to whom The
last
its elevation to the bench.

INDUSTRY

THE UNITED STATES.
iieiiatur Francis E. Warren, ot Wyoming, in an article in the September
National Geographical Magazine, entitled "Animal Wealth of the United
Slates," shows that a free range is
not a necessity to the livestock industry, although It undoubtedly is profitable to some growers. Ohio, for Instance, which has no free range,
in
stands fourth among the states
its number or sheep having over four
million, or almost twice as many as
appear on the tax rolls of New Mexico. In cattle, Iowa stands second with
over live millions. Illinois with no
free range at all, has over three million head, while in horses It stands
second. Thus In other states, with no
free range there are many more
horses and cattle and almost as many
sheep as In New Mexico, with its fifty
million acres of free range. Therefore, no fear need be felt that because
settlers are homesteadlng on the free
the
necessarily,
range therefore,
important livestock Industry of this
Territory is doomed to extinction.
Senator Warren shows, and he quotes
the census in his support, that Montana leads in the number of sheep,
having over six million on its ranges.
Wyoming is second with over five
million head, and New Mexico third
with five million. Then comes Ohio
with over four million and Utah with
almost four million. Other states hav
ing over a million sheep are: Idaho,
Oregon, Michigan, California, Colora
do, which has over two million, Texas,
New York, Indiana, Wisconsin and
Massachusetts stands
Pennsylvania.
at the bottom of the list, just a little
below Oklahoma and South Carolina
even Hawaii exceeding the last three
named in the number of sheep.
In cattle, Texas leads with almost
ten million head. Iowa is second with
over five million, Kansas third with
four million and a half, and Nebraska fourth with over three million. NewMexico stands twentieth and is at the
tail end of the commonwealths, having
over a million cattle which besides
those above enumerated in their reg
ular order, are: Illinois, Missouri, New
York, Wisconsin, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Minnesota, Oklahoma, Indiana, South
Dakota, Indian Territory, Colorado
which has a million and a half, Mlchl
gan and Kentucky.
In horses, Iowa leads with a million
and a half. Illinois Is second, Texas,
third, Kansas, fourth and Missouri
fifth. New Mexico stands thirty-fifth- .
In the number of swine, Iowa leads
also, with almost ten million, and Illi
nois is second with six million. Misouri Is third, Nebraska fourth and Indiana fifth. New Mexico Is forty-seond. Altogether the value of domestic
animals in the United States Is three
billion dollars, cattle being worth a
billion aud a half dollars, horses almost a billion dollars, mules
sheep $175,000,000, swine a
quarter billion dollars, and goats
There are in the United
$3,000,000.
States 70,000,000 head of cattle,
horses, 62,000,000 sheep, 65,- 000,000 swine, over 3,000,000 mules
and 2,000,000 goats. Cattle are val
ited at an average of $20 per head,
sheep at $3 per head, horses at $50 a
at $G0
a head,
head, mules
swine at $4 a head and goats at $1.75
per head. Senator Warren calculates
that the live stock industry, directly
and indirectly, gives support to over
11,000,000, people of whom, however,
only 10,000 are stock raisers and
herders, the others being employed indirectly or dependent upon those thus
employed.
-
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THE DEMOCRATIC

GOSPEL

IN

NEW MEXICO.
U. S. Bateman, who presided over

the Democratic Territorial convention
at Santa Fe last week, in an Interview
given editorial prominence In the Roswell Dally Record says: "The Republicans will vote against joint statehood
almost unanimously in the northern
counties of New Mexico."
He says
the native Republicans are all against
Jointure and that the only natives who
support it will be those who vote for
Larrazola, the Democratic candidate
ir Delegate to Congress. He also believes that President Roosevelt will
back up Governor Hagerman In the
investigation of Territorial affairs, and
if the time should come when it seems
impossible to secure convictions, even
certain supreme court judges may be
asked by the President for their resignations. The effect ot these investigations he thinks will tend very
strongly toward the election of the
Democratic candidate for Delegate to
Congress.
In the above interview, the gospel of
Democracy in this year of our Lord,
set forth. The
1906, Is succintly
first point is an excuse for nominating
a native of Mexico for Delegate
to Congress tnat will make the nomination "more agreeable to the Democrats of the Pecos Valley and will at
ihe same time cause the native born
population of this Territory to forget
that the Pecos Valley Democracy
seeks to disfranchise it either 'by
annexation of New Mexico to Texas
or by excluding from the primaries
a., native born citizens of Spanish ancestry.
The second point is an insinuation that the Justices of the Territorial Supreme voiirt can be intimidated
or coerced to forsake justice on the
behest of politics. Fortunately, the
charaoter of the supreme Justices of
this Territory Is too well known to

sentence of Mr. Batenuin expresses
the hope rife in every Democratic
breast that Governor Hagerman will
attack und split the organization of
the Republican party In order to give
the Democrats an opKrtuulty to elect
the legislature as well as the Helena!'
That this hone Is built
on sand goes without saying and frail
indeed are t lie chances for Democratic
success since they are built on such
foundations.

SUPERINTENDENTS FOR
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
The county conventions to nominate
candidates for county offices throughout the Territory should bear in mind,
that if the- office of county superintendent of schools can not be taken
out ot politics it can certainly be
will be
placed above politics. There
about fifty county ticiiets In the field
and it goes without saying that fifty
men can be round willing to accept
It
the office even at the low salary
carries witn It, who are men of high
moral standing, competent, public
schools
spirited and with a love for the
esand the children, that fits them
position.
pecially for the important
Superintendent of Public Instruction
xiiram Hadley has sought to create
of giving the
public sentiment in favor
of
superintendent
nomination for
schools In each county to the very
best man that can be found for the
in
place and he should be supported
his efforts by tne people as a whole,
It
as well as by the politicians, for
of a
certainly redounds to the credit
well as
party or of the politicians, as
of a community, of a county or of the
Territory, to have the superintendoiicy
or the ni'ihllo schools entrusted to men
worthy of the trust. The public
schools of New Mexico are at tne same
time the strongest and the weakest
point In the Territory's government.
Some counties have made remarkably
of
splendid records in the progress
their public school system, while other counties are far below the average
ti,a iTiiitoii states and sad to say,
it is in those counties in which the
school
people most need a good public
ostein thfll II. is most lacking In the
vital essentials that make it a success
and a paramount benefit. Therefore,
Irrespective of party, even it parly
nominations are made, let the best
men be nominated for county school
It Is not only a matsuperintendents,
dolof
ter
patriotism, but a matter of
lars and cents and of entrusting the
education of the rising generation to
the very ablest hands, for upon efficient superintendency, more than uponvthinp- pise rlenends the quality
and tlie rank of the public chools of
,.ie Territory.
COOD

lvam-emen-

The threat of the muck rake sheets
that the bondsmen of the Hon. H. O.
Biirsum, former superintendent of the
Territorial
would be
Penitentiary,
sued for alleged shortages In the account of Mr. Biirsum as superintend-eI, are a gratuitous Insult. Mr. Bur-iiIs not only able but willing and
eager to pay any shortage that can be
proved to have occurred during his
Incumbency as superintendent, whether that shortage was due to his management or not, but thus far, the best
that, experts have been able to figure
Is that the Territory Is Indebted to
Mr. Biirsum instead of Mr. Bursuni
to the Territory.
Chairman Sherman of the Republican Congressional campaign committee is sanguine. that the majority In
the house of representatives of the
UOth Congress will be seventy-siIn
number. Hope so! In this neck of
the woods the Republicans will do
the present
their level best to
delegate W. H. Andrews and send him
to the fifith Congress by 10,000 majority. Were New Mexico a state
there would be a sure enough Republican member of congress to represent
it. in the next national house of representatives.
x

ct

Who said Wyoming had no pull'
of Sena-lo- r
Captain Pershing,
Warren, has been made a brigadier general, though It necessitated
jumping him over the heads of 8C2
consenior officers.
Wyoming ihas
-.
siderably les- than one half the population of New Mexico, and probably
not one third Its property values, yet,
it ha3 two United States senators who
have a pull. It is therefore no wonder
that the state secures some nice plums
from the federal administration.

i

The Territorial Grand Jury that has
just been discharged, came, Investigated and reported, and while Its report
is not good reading to a few people
having axes to grind, It must be gratifying to tax payers for It assures
them that the county government has
been carried on more economically
and yet, more efficiently, than ever before and that In the management of
the Territorial penitentiary during the
past seven years there has been no
official graft.

Santa Fe Reads Them With .Uncommon Interest.
A Santa Fe citizen tells his experience in the following statement. No
better evidence than this can be had.
The truthful reports of friends and
neighbors is the best proof In the
world. Read and be convinced.
Hllarlo Sandoval, painter and paper
hanger, San Francisco Street, says:
"Anyone engaged in my calling requires a good sound back and if
that part of his anatomy gives out or
is weak, lame and aching for six or
seven months, he cannot perform the
ordinary day's work without great discomfort. My backache never compell
ed me to stop work, but to say the
least It was decidedly Irksome when
in the acute stage. Gradually as I con
tinned the treatment with Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's drug
store, the aching ceased and In a comparatively short space of time totally
disappeared."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Co., Buffalo
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-Mllbur-

RAILROAD RATES.
In order to relieve the demand for
and other
labor In San Francisco
a
points In California the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway puts Its
colonists' rates to California Into effect on August 27 Instead ot September 15 and they will continue dally
until October 31 Inclusive.
J, M. Connell, general
passenger
agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, has notified agents of
the fact that the colonists' rates to
the northwest are effective this year
from August 27 Instead ot September

and will continue daily until October 31 Inclusive.
Colonists' special rates to Mexico
via the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
this year beRailway are effective
ginning August 27 instead of September 15. General Passenger Agent J.
M. Connell has notified agents of the
railroad and connecting lines of the
change. Those special rates will be In
effect daily to Ocober 31 inclusive.
For particulars Inqu're of any agent,
Santa Fe.
15

CONCERNING

THE SCENIC

HIGH-

WAY.

The Good Roads' Convention has
done well in appointing a legislative
committee to look after legislation
next spring. In the meanwhile, it
might use is efforts to Induce or
the Territory to complete the
Scenic Highway at least as far as the
Pecos River. Its condition at present
of three separate pieces of roadway
in forty miles, all ending in inaccessible cliffs, is apt to become the
laughing stock Instead of the example
for emulation that it was a- - first and
that it would be if constructed according to original plana The Imaginary
forest reserve line, certainly la not
so formidable a barrier that it cannot
be overcome, especially since eight
miles of the road, the moat difficult to
build, are already completed on the reserve.

e

It requires time for foreigners

to
get onto the curves of high finance.
An Italian clerk In a New York Bank
allowed himself to get caught stealing $2,000.

After October 1st, Washington will
again be a more Important, news cen
ter than Oyster Bay.

WILLIAM VAUQHN, Prop.

k the West

On of the Best Hotels
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GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF

PI,

PHILMEIPHM,

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.
SKIKT WITH BOX H.AJTS.

Flatted Skirt.
The plaited skirt, which seemed pushed into the background by the circular
and gored skirts earlier in the. season,
has asserted itself and In various forms
Is much In evidence.
Many women insist that nothing Is so practical and
comfortable for rough wear as a mannish tailored coat and a plaited skirt
and this model Is made up by the best
tailors In all the popular summer materials suitable for the coat and skirt
frock.
Voile Grow In Popularity.
The unqualified success prophesied
at the beglnulug of the season for silk
voile has been more than fulfilled, for
the fashionable fabric seems to spring
out in fresh beauty every day. Some
of the new princess skirts are made In
checked silk voile and show a novel
arrangement at the front, where they
are finished In a point which cau be
carried up to the yoke of the blouse
and secured with a smart bow.

Com
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, gh
bound II; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, 15; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the (wo tor $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Lows of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;

Prlatiag

General Frederick Funston has gone
to Cuba and his arrival has struck
such terror Into the hearts of the malcontents that they will willingly accept whatever terms he may concede
them on behalf of the Cuban RepubLOCAL TIME TABLE.
lic. Another proof that It Is well to
Arrive.
build up a reputation of being terri- No.
721 ..."
.....12:01 p. m.
ble and Invincible. It pays to adver- No. 723
;16 p. m
tise,
No. 725
11:30 p. m.
Depart.
General Fred Funston was probably
No. 720....
..10:00 a. m.
sent to Cuba because he is nearer
No. 722
....4:20 p. m.
the size of the Cubans than most
No. 724
8:60 p, m.
army officers. The report that he
No. 722 connects wl h No. 1 west
would swim to Cuba was originated
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
by envy probably.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
Of course the Albuquerque fair has
been a success. With a president like to Albuquerque to discharge passeti-w- s
from Sent Fe.
Hon. Solomon Luna and a united and
O. H. DONART,
in
back
of
him,
progressive community
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
it would have been a miracle It It had
not been.
City Ticket Office, Craton Bit, east
tide
Knits Fe, New Mexico
Perhaps Mr. Bryan Intended to conThe New Mexican can do printing
vey a hint to his party when he said:
"So far as I am concerned It does not equal to that done In any of the large
matter whether any man agrees' with cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work wo turn out Try our work once
me or not."
and you
come again. We
Before beginning the spanking; hare all the facilities for turning out
Uncle Sam is giving the Cubans a every class of work, including one of
the best binderies In the west.
last chance to be good.

Eton Fashionable.
The separate waist is so entirely relegated to Informal occasions that most
of the new suits for dress are In three
pieces a complete gown with a jaunty
Eton to ma'ch.
Faahlonable

Bolero,

Such a little bolero as this one make
a most charmlug adjunct to any toilet
and can be made from silk, from rib
bon, from linen, from lace, from ein

Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
LVCOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Coronado Hotel
LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
Of the Co
'iuBjne)93ij opeuoj
Will Do His Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado is the place where you net the best 25 cent
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
South Side Plaza.
223 San Frsocisco St.
G.

.

G.

LUPf HERPF RA, Propnclcr.
SAKTA FE, MiW MEXICO.
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Modern Scientific Methods for Treat merit of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF

TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal stud' and attention Riven each case, Separate, hospital for fever
and other patients. For further particulars addrons,

:DR. J. H. SLOAN, Mtdical Director, SANTA

IE,

N. M.

,

OUR FLAG!
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
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uorsand cigars.
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SANTA hE, N.M.

& MONTEfllE

Undertakers and

Eabalners
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

fib

Pln.

1908.

THE PALACE HOTEL
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No Louver.
Hatle
Uatless maidens no longer are seen
G. H. DONART,
on the golf links or teunls courts.
Agent, Santa Fe, N, M.
lingerie hats of various hues and
materials are worn and In some cases
Special summer rates to Los Ange are supplemented by veils so 'heavy
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coos that a close Inspection is necessary in
points by way of the Santa Fe Ceu order to recognize the wearer.
tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
Dreaae to Be Shorter.
For information call on or address S.
From the few hints dropped by conB. Grlnishaw, general passenger
agent noisseurs It Is certain that autumn
dresses will be very short, escaping
the ground from two to three Inches
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
all around. Even the best gowns will
Herewith are some bargains offered be
of this length. New York Sun.
the New Mexican

s

slowlv.

21,

u

Santa Fe Is to be one of the few
towns that, can say that It has a public library built without the help of
Andrew Carnegie. This old town,
OF
NEW MEXICO WAY AHEAD
and especially Its Woman's Board of
ARIZONA.
Trade, is not slow at all but can give
The comparative growth and popula- pointers In the line of progressiveness
can
tion of New Mexico and Arizona
to larger and wealthier communities
be eauged bv the number of postof- that
have established a reputation
flees in each Territory and the number for
being very near the head of the Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket
of new postoffices that are being esprocession of progress.
two
or
Docket,
single,
$1.25;
tablished. New Mexico has 445
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su
and Arizona has only 260. New
JenWilliam
At Atlanta, Georgia,
preme Court Reports, Nor 3 to 10, In
Mexico has 166 money order offices
nings Bryan was yesterday given anand Arizona has 120. New Mexico other dollar dinner, which, if it was elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
hai six second class offices and Ari- the real thing, was another attempt $3.30 each;' Compilation Corporation
Laws, 76c; Compilation Mining Laws
zona has five. New Mexico has 2S lo ruin what Is
evidently a good di- 50c; Money's Digest ot New Mexico
more postoffices today than it. had on
Is
a
faint suspicion
gestion. But, there
full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
January first. Arizona has one post- - that the widely advertised Bryan one Reports,
full Hat school blanks.
office less. Arizona's bulk of popula
dollar dinners are a Mttle out of the
tion h in mining towns more or less
other ex- There's Work For You- In California.
ordinary, and like some
as
such
Douglas,
Bisbee,
ephemeral,
All classes of labor may find steady
amples of Democratic simplicity are
New
while
and
Globe,
Morenci
Clifton,
meant to fool the dear people. employment In San Francisco, Top
Mexico's bulk ot population is settled merely
notch wages; higher than eastern
on farms and In small villages and
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal has scale. Perfect climate. Construction
Its larger towns are of a permanent
a new editorial contributor. Yester- work possible at a season when It
nature. So after all, Arizona has not
took up an entire column in ceases elsewhere.
Invest $25 in a
much to brag about Its superiority over day he
attack on the New railroad ticket. On sale via Santa Fe
New Mexico in wealth, population and an
future' promise. The difference be- Mexican which demonstrated tihat he every day until October 31, 1906, insomeclusive. Illustrated leaflet showing
tween New Mexico and Arizona Is "d been hurt somewhere or
how.
The article bore none of the rate ot wages, free to those who apthat between Massachusetts and Ver- well
known earmarks of the regular ply to Q. . Donart, Agent Santa Fe,
mont, the first thickly settled, prosstaff of the Journal but the length New Mexico.
tlie
and
other,
growing rapidly,
perous
of the eara was so remarkable that
although a neighbor, sparsely occupied
Identification is eas
by people and growing slowly, very
-

Circular Skirt.
The skirt herewith illustrated shows
two box plaits at front and back, which
provide generous fullness and flare at
the lower portion while fitting perfectly

smooth over the hips. As illustrated
It Is made of heavy linen, with banding
of linen braid, but It can with propriety
be utilized for silk and for wool as
Mew Mexican advertisers get trade. well as for washable materials Indeed,
for every material suited to gowns, to
costumes or to odd sktrts.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
'
w Fall Material.
Com
by the New Mexican Printing
wear tweeds, herringFor
country
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
checks and striped, are prepared,
Territory ot New Mexico, 1897, sheep bone, In
and
these fabrics also gray Is a
bound, (1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
color, with the blues,
predominating
Code
Missouri
Pleading forms, $;
browns and greens to follow. Striped
Pleadings. $6; the two tor $10; Adapt silks
showing overplalds In a contrasted to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
ing color will be fashionable in shades
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English of
blue, red, olive and myrtle green,
and Spanish
pamphlet, 12.25; full
Black silk dresses will also be much
Flexible-Cover
leather, S3; Sheriffs
worn. Indeed, judging from the auPocket Docket, single, 81.25; two or tumn colored silk cards Issued by a
more booka, $1 each; New Mexico Suleading Paris firm, dark colors will
preme Court Reports, Nos. S to 10. In predominate, with black as a special
Corelusive 13.30 each; Compilation
favorite.
Minporation Laws 75c; CompltoUon
Among six shades of old rose ranging Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of ing from a high to a dark tone the
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50; deepest somewhat resembles mahogafull list school blanks.
ny and Is known as "acajou." It Is
really a dull old rose.

by
pany:

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,

DtwW'i

Office

Day Teiepoc
LB.
FNTTX LITTIiS UOUT,
broidery, from almost any materia
that the Individual may choose. In this
Instance white linen is trimmed wits
lace appliques and is worn over I
waist ot lingerie material, but the Utile
silk coats are exceedingly charming foi
wear over white or colored dresses
while those of lace embroidery are par
tlcularly smart.

BaMo.
35.

THE- -

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Atstomolb il e

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
Leave Torrance for Roswell daily at
The short line between Santa F .,
the desk, and also tor lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will Albuquerque and all point of Central 4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
sell them at five cents In book form, and Western New Mexico and Roswell Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance
but will give a discount on quantities.
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passen- m. This is the schedule time at 10 p.
allowed
gers and mills at least 24 hours in for carrying the mall, but under favorThe New Mexican Printing Company time In making these
points; alao con- able conditions, the trip is made in
Is prepared to furnish cards de visite
necting at Torrance with the Rock Is- about halt the time. Grips and hand
for ladles or gentlemen on short no land syst-- m for all points east am sachels
carried, but cannot handle
tice, in first class style at reasonable test.
trunks at present
prices, either engraved Tir printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Con
J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Fo.wefl, New Kcxic
pany and leave your orders.

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXTCAX, SANTA FE.N.M.

1906.
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Pima County.
Crying Constantly for a wife that
he never had, and an imaginary forThe oldoet nankins Institution In New Mexico.
Established In 1170.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
6 tune that is lying loose somewhere
around in the hills near Silver Bell, F.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vied President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Romero was brought to Tucson from
Assistant Cashier.
Silver Bell by Deputy Sheriff E. S.

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.
The

A. T, & 8. F.

Railroad

pany has bought tweuty acres

fnpany

f

will sink fuurteen deep well

at Wlllard and pump

as far east as the Rock Inland.

water

The

com-

for forty acres moro.

waml adjoining the town site and is negotiating

McEuen.

Surplus an4 Un'lvMea ProflU S6S.0M.

t1U,fl.

Capital

eneral banking business In all Its branches.
Loana
moet favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col.
ateral aacurlty. Buys and eelle bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers.
Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphlo transfer of monay to all parts of the clvlllied 5
g
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agenuy, public or private. Interest a'lowed on time deposits at the 5
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term. 2
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live stock and products, V
The bank executes all ordera of Ite patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rei.t. The patroness of the publle le respectfully
Transacts

money on

a
the

J

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
MILITARY ScitfOOlToF NSW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.

TU

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, alUraduies

of SUmUru Eastern
New btillilliiga, al f urulsblugs and equipments! modern ami
,
all conveniences
steauirtieatud, electric-lightelaths,
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, tfasu per hou. SsUm
ihree terms of ttilrtuu weeks each.
ROSWBIXlsa noted health runnrt, 3,7(IU (eel above aa luvel;
Sunshine every
September to June.
REGENTS Nathan latfa, VV. A Keed, W. M. Atkinson. W. A.
Klulay snd K. A. Gahoou
For particular! addrem
COL. J. W. WILLSCN,
Supt.

Culiegaa.

com-plst-

watur-wurka-

day-fro-

0J0 CAUEJITE jOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Te, and about twelve miles from
Station, on he Denver & Kio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and , delightful the year
round, yhere is now a commodious
hotel tor, the convenience of invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1.6SC.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in
e

Bar-anc- a

I

Ojo

The etlicacy of these wat-yr- s
'has been thoroughly
lested by
the miraculous cures a Mettled to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu

inatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
MerftirUil Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh
La Grippe, all Fenial Complaints, etc.
inc. Board, lodging and bathing f 2.50
per day; $15 per
week; $50 per
month.' Stage meets Denver trains
ind waits for Santa Fe train upon
This resort Is attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Passengers tor Ojo Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further
address
,

-

A.

Caliente.

Proprietor.
N. M.
Taos
County,

F gpiegelborg.
HI Ban FnusoltM MM.

m MM Him ail lain

Mail
.

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

Watches,

Mexican Filigree

Clock Jewelry

and HanA

PaintecL

JEWELRY

China.

Repair of Fine Watches &ud Jewelry Work a Specialty, Navahn Rugs and In
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

P.

R
-D-

HANLEY.

EALKR

IN-F-

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES- - Old Crow, McBrayer
Onck nhelmer Rye, Taylor and Pazton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

5
Las Cruces.
2
Garfield
Proxies will be recognized only If
held by citizens of the same precinct
from which the delegates giving proxies are elected.

(pre-clnct-

FE

THOMAS

BRANIGAN,

Secretary Pro. Tern.

OFFICIAL CALL.

(3
fi'kTi

teA renders double the servlceyjy

tA.

of any

other

writing;

machlne

down
MANY writing machines break
bnt
their youth,
Remingtons
bate tough constitutions and, ho mat- - m
ter now nara me worn iney uo, iney
are sure to reach a hale and vigorous
old age.

JyP

J

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.

jfj

To the President
of the United
States, the Chief executives of foreign
nations, governors of 3tates and terri- -

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pree.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has charge of the sale of lots lu the absence of Mr. Corbett.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One ot the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twennett, Albuquerque; Thomas William,
Atrlsco; Julian Ortiz, Nambe; Thomas Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, Is tor sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Jose Graulto,
Fulcher, Farmington;
South Uunuil
North Bound Max. Frost, Box No. C.-2- ,
Sauta Fe,
Cerrlllos; J. M. Seay, Armstrong, Mo.
Iniomnli. with
"J.,1.V.hM0 n,,n Cicret
Coronado.
11
No
Sttttlmu.
At No i New Mexico.
wbjuli I U.ve beeu Hffllcted fur over twenty yeur,
". I0!"1
Ucroti l hTeglen m.
mart
Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor, Wllthan uy utn.r remedy lio
rsliel
tried. 1
1 211
p
K.. A rr, 7,000;
iLv...
n. 11 certainly recommend
tlieu tu juy friend, a. lard; Rev. N. Pelosl, Chicago; Frank
Calling cams, ousmess and note pa0.0..U 4 0j p
,1'uimi'luua.,
balug all tuay art reiiraaented."
" ...Vega biauutt,
(1,400! a M p
per, euvelopea and legal blanks are
Tbu. Qlllard, Elgin, III. Zlnk, Ed. L. Zink, Estancia; R. M. iMl p
"
S.ltU i 10 p
i ti (1
heuutHljr...
of the New Mexican Print"
a mi p
Harrber, El Paso.
( lurk
60 p specialties
,.
li.lii
"
tMiu! 2.10 p ing Company.
Mall orders
i 40 u
MliulW),.,.
given
"
J. 250
4.10 p
... .AlOt lul l.,
p
The Bowels
EXCURSION
RATES.
"
,
4 30 p
ll.l'iC 1.10 p prompt attention.
MultltUHtl.

miiA
"

ar

fl

Koswell; .lame Curry, Espanola; H.
S. Perry and son, Taos; J. F. Bur-

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TIJ.1E TABLE

er

tin

j

For the Colorado-NeMexico Fair
and Indian Carnival, September
and Colorado State Commercial Assoat Duraugo,
ciation, September
Colorado, the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad will sell tickets from Santa Fe on September 2D, 24 and 2,
at rate of $13.15 for the round trip,
final limit or tickets October 3rd.
F. H. McBRIDE, Agenl.
20-2-

VV,

CANOVCATrUATie

PleaBinl, Palatable, Potent, Tarte Good, Do flood.
Ntver biclceu. Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 5fln. Never
old In bulk. The genuine tablet Ham pud (JUU
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 597

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

S. K. HOOPER,

G. P. & T. A.

A

06
30
d 66

p

H

4

1 16

p
p

l.lfi

" .... AVluuuld...
"
VMIIUl J ..
"
"
Mlaiiun..v
Arr....'i'orrMUO0.'. t.ve

p

v

d,i4o;l2
!i,121
t),.'lu

11 St,
10.1.(1

iu.M a
0,4!C

H

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

bO

ATTORM E Y8AT-LW.
Connecting a Suuttt fe, N. m., with
the Denver & Kio Oruude Kallroud for
MAX. FROST.
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Attorney at law.
Moutuuu, W'a.ililiiKi'iu, itud the Great
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Northwest.
Connecting at Torrance for all
RICHARD H. HANNA.
points east mid west with Golden State
Limited timiia Nob. 43 and 44.
Attorney at Law.
Phoue 6.
benliB reaoi ved bj wire.
Office, Griffin Bl.
For rates uud. lutoruatlou address
8. ti. UK1MSHAVV,
Q. W. PRICHARD,
Ueueral Pauuenicer Agent, Sauta Fe.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
To and From Roewell.
Practices In all the District Courts
Connection made with Automobile and gives special attention to cases
Line at Torrauce for Koswell dally. before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Kos- Office, Capitol Bldc., Santa Fe, N. M.
well at 4 a. 111. and arrives at Koswell
at 12 uoou. Automobile leave Hob
BENJAMIN M. READ,
well for Torrance at 1 p. in. and arrives
Attorney at law.
at Torrance at 10 p. ni. The fare beSanta Fe,
New Mexico.
1b
tween Santa Fe and Torrance
$6.66 Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
and between Torrance and Koswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
CHAS. A. LAW,
wire.
J, W. STOCKARD,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Manager Automobile Line. U. 8. Land
Office Practice, a Specialty.
Carton,
New Mexico.
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
ot
ft
firm
the
It
is
that
Hughes
Why
N. 8. Rose.
Delgado are making a success of the George Spence.
8PENCE A R08E.
real estate business? It Is because this
firm Is reliable and any property
Attorneys,
placed in their hands will be looked Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Specialities, Notary In Office.
after In a businesslike manner. Office
Estancia.
New Mexico.
west of Plaza. "
Pull-tua-

each.

20.
22.

The town sito is owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Will yon kindly make these appoint
The several precincts will be en
ments at an early day and send the
titled to representation as follows:
address of ach
Precinct No.
Delegates. name and postofilce
delegate appointed to the secretary
t
1. Organ
without delay, in order that special
3
2. 'Dona Ana
invitation may be sent, and 3uch In
5
:i. Las Cruces
formation
may be furnished as
2
4. La Mesllla
enable each delegate to prepare him5. La Mesilla
I
self to act Intelligently upon the forms
2
(1.
Seco'
Bosque
of special legislation which will come
2
8. La Mesa
np for consideration.
11. Chamberlno
... 2
Very Respectfully.
1
12. Santa Teresa
THE AMERICAN MINING CON1
13. San Agustln
.1. H. RICHARDS.
GRESS.
2
15. San Miguel
President
3
Ifi. Colorado...' ...
.IAS. P. CALLBREATH, JR.,
4
18. Anthony
Secretary, Denver Colo.
2
19. Rincon

Precinct meetings for the purpose
of electing delegates to said county
convention are hereby called for September 22d, at 7:30 p. m., In all precincts excepting Las Cruces,
5 and 20) which will hold pre
24th at
cinct meetings September
7:30 p. m. Meetings will be held at
the places designated by the various
precinct chairmen.
MARTIN LOHMAN,
Chairman Dona Ana County Republican Central Committee.

INE

SAN .FRANCISCO, STREET, SANTA

Wlllard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance, Better come now.

torles, boards'of trade, noards of county commissioners, mayors of cities and
towns, chamuera of commerce, mining
bureaus and exchanges, miners' organizations, scientific societies and
permanent members of the American
Mining Congress:
The ninth annual session of the
American Mining Congress Ij hereby
called to meet at Denver, Colorado,
October 10, 17, 18 and 19, 1900.
Representation.
For the purpose of concentrating
and putting Into action the best
thought of the mining world, to the
end that through united actlou a
greater development of the mining In
dustry may be obtained, you are requested to appoint delegates to the
ninth annual session upon the basis
of representation hereinafter set forth
The president may appoint ten dele
gates at large.
The chief executive of any country
may appoint tern delegates.
Covernors of states and territories
DONA ANA COUNTY
may each appoint ten delegates.
CONVENTION
REPUBLICAN
Mayors of cities and towns, two dele
gates each.
Boards of county commissioners,
I,as Cruees, N. M., Sept. 18, 190C.
A delegate convention of the Re two delegates each.
Boards of trade, two delegates each.
publican voters of Dona Ana County
Chambers of commerce, two deleIs hereby called to meet In Las Cruees at 2 o'clock p. m., September 26, gates each.
A. D.. 1906, for the purpose of the
Mining bureaus and exchanges, two
election of eight delegates to repre- delegates each.
Mining organizations, two delegates
sent Dona Ana County at the Terri
torial Republican Convention which each.
Scientific societies, two delegates
will be held at Las Vegas, September
29, A. D., 1906.

Blankets, Basket
Raf, Wax, Featehr and Linen ftr
Opals, Twre teles e, Garnets snd Other asms,.
UN itOTT: Te Have Mm teet ef BveryHHm hi

H. C. Yontz

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENx

e

the world.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Excavation was begun last week
macadamlzaUon of Stone
between
Broadway and
Pennington in Tucson. The Improvement will be great, eliminating the
mud dole which this stretch has afforded In rainy weather.
Congress
street will In all probability be given a like treatment before the winter rains set In.
Graham County,
The first bad fire of the year broke
oitt a few nights ago at Morencl and
because only of jthe fact that there
was not a breath of air stirring were
the fV'emen uble to control the flames
and allow but three houses to be
After the flames were out the
body of a man wa seen among the
almost beyond recogruins, burne
It seeme.. he had returned
nition,
late and was probably in the depths
of a drunken sleep when the fire
broke out. No one knew that he had
returned, hU wife even supposing him
away until the body was recovered.
rfte fire was started
by a candle
which had burned out, setting the
lloor afire, vhe fire department Is be
ing commended upon the rapidity of
Its operations,
t did well for a vol
unteer company.
Cochise County.
James Eager, the fifteen year old
won of John Eager, of Coloniu Morelos,
accidently shot and killed himself
Monday In that town immediately af
ter returning from a hunting trip,
Young Eager was playing with the
gun and had the butt of it resting
on the ground while the muzzle was
The hammer was
against, his heart.
pulled back and In some unaccounit-nblway the boy struck the trigger
with his hand which caused the gun
lo go off, sending the bullet through
his heart and killing him Instantly.
Sunday was appropriately observed
by the Mexicans in Douglas and Agua
Prleta as Independence Day. Not a
breath of trouble was felt anywhere
and the day wa enjoyed bv
parade In Douglas in the morning
was full of patriotic enthusiasm, and
the music which was furnished by the
Ratz orchestra was a crowning feature. Several times during the day
Francisco de Sosa was called upon to
make a speech, and he responded most
cheerfully with great applause from
his comrades, Speeches were also
made by others during the flu v. Thr
was nothing to suggest a demonstra
tion or uneasiness. The Mexican flag
was raised over Consul Maza's home
at 5 o'clock Sunday morning.

for the
Avenue,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace.
Warren, Chicago; C. V.
St. lyouis; G. J. Little, Detroit;
Mrs. C. W. Morris, Safford, Arizona;
W. H. Andrews, Albuquerque.
Claire.
F. W. McNamara, T. R. McCliff, Chicago; L. M. Gilliland, Chama; M. J.
Lambert, Los Angeles; William Strov-er- ,
Washington, D. C; Mr. and Mrs.
J. Amador, Tlerra Arnarilla; R. L.
Owen, Torrance; Miss Grace Meyer,
Kemmenerer, Wyoming; Joseph Fern,
Denver; B. S. Phillips, Fairview;
James H. Kinney, Washington, D. C;
.1. R.
Wilken, Farmington; C. A. Daggett, Miss Flossie Daggett, Chama; H.
O. Bursum, Socorro.
Normandie.
P. Lopez, and son, La Jara; Elfseo
GonLeondio
Gonzales, Antonito;
zales, Ortiz; A. A. Rivera, Taos; G.
N. Amis, Roswell; J. B. Roberts,
;
George E. French, Tad Moon.
C. E.

(Homestead Entry No 02:i.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. V.
September 20th 190'1.
Notice Is hereby given that Rafael
Herrera y Ortega of Hobart, N. M
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five year proof in support
of his claim, viz.: Homestead Entry
No. 0293, made April 11, 1901, for
the NE4 SE4, SE4 NE4. Sec. 34, and
W2 NW4, Sec.

3fi,

T 21 N.,

MANUEL

2 E.,

R. OTERO,

Register.

RUN DOWN WOMAN.
REAL ESTATE
Many a woman who Is weak and all
You can get some
run down, would thank Dr. Lauritzen
from the bottom of her heart, If. she real estate line right
would only try Laurltzen's Health Ta- on the reliable real
A POOR,

(Homestead Entry No, 5000.) ...
Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. 1900.
Notice Is hereby given that Mary
Belle Lawrence of Senorlto, N. M.,
has filed notice of her intention to
make 'final five year proof In support
of her claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 5000, made March 12, 1900, for
the NE4, SE4, Sec. 7, N2 SW 4, NW4
SE4, Sec. 8, township 20 N, range 2
E, and that said proof will be made
before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Oct. 12, 1900.
She names the following witnesses
to prove her continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
W. G, Bletcher, E. W. Garnett, G.
C. Lawrence, all of Senorlto, N. M.;
E. M. Fenton, of Perea, N. M.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.
(Homestead Entry, No. 8059.)
Notice For Publication,
Department of the Interior.Land Office at Santa Fe New Mexico, September 5 1900.
Notice Is hereby given that Rafael
Montoya, of Santa Fe County, haj filed
notice of his intention to make final
r
proof In support of his claim,
viz:
H. E. No. 8059 made Sept. 2,
Sec. 12, Twp.
1904, for the N. E.
18 N R. 10 E., and that said proof
will be made before the register or
receiver, at Santa Fe N. M., on Oct.
five-yea-

12, 1906.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up-and cultivation of the land, viz:
Marcario Jimenez, Edward Andrews,
Anlleto Contreras, Anastacl- - Pacheco,
of Santa Fe N. M.
MIGUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

PURELY VEGETABLE
The fact that S. S. S. is a purely vegetable preparation, containing not
the slightest trace of mineral in any form, has been one of the strongest
It is recognized
points in its favor daring its forty years of existence.
everywhere not only as the best of all blood purifiers, but the one medicine
that can be taken with absolute safety by the youngest child or the oldest
member of the family. Next in importance to removing the cause of any
disease is the condition in which the system is left after a course of medical
treatment. Medicines containing mercury, potash or other strong mineral
ingredients often do permanent injury by eating out the delicate lining and
tissues of the stomach, producing chronic dyspepsia, unfavorably affecting
the bowels and so damaging the system that eveu if the original cause of
the disease has been removed, it is left in
such a deranged and weakened condition that C OOO REWARD
the health is permanently impaired. S. S. S.
enjoys the distinction of being the only blood
NOT PURELY
medicine on the market that does not contain
a mineral property in some form. Being made
entirely of roots, herbs and barks it is absolutely
harmless to any part of the system, and while curing disease adds strength
and health to every part of the body. S. S. S. removes all poisons, freshens
and purifies the blood and gives better and more lasting results than any
other blood medicine. S. S. S. is the very best treatment for Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison
and all troubles due to an impure or poisoned blood supply. Besides being
the King of blood purifiers S. S. S. is the best and most invigorating of all
tonics.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATIAHTA, GJU .

p
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VECETABliEi

BARGAINS.
bargains In the
now by calling

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO
FAIR AND FALL FESTIVAL.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Las Vegas and
return for $3.35. Tickets on sale,
Sept. 24 to 27, inclusive. Final return
on all tickets September 29th.
G. H. DONART,

Agent, Santa Fe, N. M,

I CAN
8ELL
Your Real Estate or Business
No Matter Where Located
Properties and Business of all kluds
sold quickly for cash In all parts of the
United St tes. Don't wait Write today describing what you have to sell
and give cash price on same.

IF YO

WANT

TO

WILLIAM

H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
estate dealers,
District Attorney for Dona Ana.
Office west side Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coua
ties, Third Judicial District,

ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because It Hughes ft Delgado
would surely make a new woman
of ot Plaza.
her. For sale by,
H. S. KAONE & CO.
THE BEAUTIFUL
Phone 26.
ESPANOLA
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 88.

Rim-per-

Lake-wood-

Jt

and that said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, on November 8, 1900.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Librado Sanchez, Jesus M. Sanchez,
Francisco M. Martinez, all of Espanola, N. M.; Librado de Hererra, of
Hobart.

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
DDiu
i . New Mexico.
Finest Possible Condition for Fruit
J.
Raising Abundance of Water.
Boaham,
C. Wade.
The Espanola Valley or the Rio
ONHAM A WADE,
north
Grande beginning twenty miles
Attorneys at Ltw.
of Santa Fe and extending north
Practice In the Supreme and Dismiles to Embudo Is per- trict Couru of the Territory, in the
twenty-fivhaps the greatest irrigated valley In Probate Courts and sefore the D. S.
New Mexico. No other valley has a Sunreyor Generals and TJ. 8. Land
better climate, soil, variety ot pro- Officer.
Lm Cruces, N. M.
ducts or more abundant supply of
E. C. ABBOTT,
water for Irrigation. The soli In this
Attorney at law.
valley is free from alkali, cold, stormy
.Practices !n the District and Suwinters or excessively hot summers;
It Is shut In by high mountains and preme Courts, prompt and careful atas a fruit district the conditions are tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
almost perfect. Thousands of acres
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Ban
He uncultivated and eighty per cent
Joan. Santa re, New Mexico.
of the waters ot the great Rio Grande
roll by unused. Home seekers are
A. B. RENEHAN,
settling here rapidly and more are
Practices In the Supreme and Diswelcomed to help make this beautiful
trict Courts: Mlnnlng and Land Law
valley the best In the Rockies.
For further particulars In general, a Specialty. Rooms i t Sena Bldg.,
prices of bearing orchards, Improved Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
and unimproved lands, etc., address
CHAS. F. EA8LEY,
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and Im
(Late Surveyor General.)
migration agent, Espanola, New Mex
lco,
Attorney at law.
Bant Fe
New Mexico.
The Santa Fe Dally New Mexican Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
Is headquarters for all kinds of blanks.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
It you cannot afford to pay for a
Attorney at law.
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly District Attorney for Second Judicial
New Mexican Reviev and get the
District
cream of the week's doings. It Is a
Practices la the District Court an
the Supreme Court ot the
good paper to send to your friends.
Territory;
also before the United 8tates Supreme
Court In Washington.
MORMON CONFERENCE.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Salt Lake City
OSTEOPATHY.
and return for $29.35. Tickets on
sale September 28 and 29, going
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
transit limit of 10 days, final return
Osteopath.
limit 00 days, from date of sale with
No. 103 Palace Ave.
stop over privileges in either direction within such limits. Tickets to Successfully treats acute and chronlo
diseases without drugs or medicines.
read via same route in both direcNo charge for Consultation.
tions. For further Information call
Hours:
m.,
Phone
p. m.
on agent at Santa Fe.
G. H. DONART, Agent.
MINING ENGINEER8.

VALLEY

tt

a

e

8

1.

2--S

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
Secretary snd Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
Socorro,
New Mexico.
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET & 8MYTHE.
Mining ana Hyaraullo
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
Civil,

BUY

any kind of Business or Real Estate
anywhere, at any price, write me your
I can save you time
requirements.
and money,
'
DAVID P. TAFF,
THE LAND MAN.
416 Kanest Avenue,
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,

HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
O. 8. Mineral Surveyor

" r.

New Mexlee.

We print the news the day it

PACE FOUR.

SANTA FE KEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.

SEPTEMBER

21,

Incorporated

1903.

FRIDAY,

wiho is a clerk In the general land ''Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 2Bo
office in the National Capitol, Is again
each.
In the city on special business, Inves Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
tigating records of the Territorial Land Missouri Code Pleading, $6.

1906.

C

PERSONAL MENTION)

Special Sale
- -

.1.
B. I.uuk, a Tuos attorney, In In
the city on legal business, and will
remain here for a week,
Jose Granlto, merchant at Cerrillo-t- ,
urrived in the city last night and registered at tlhe Normandie.
Miss Bessie Thomas, of Ordlloa
Street, Is a visitor today at the Territorial fair in Albuquerque.
Judge N. B. Laughiln returned
Wednesday evening from a short visit
to the fair In the Duke City.
Territorial
Secretary J. W.
went to Albuquerque last night
for a day's visit to the fair.
Thomas Fulcher, of Farmington, arrived in the city last night en route
nome from the fair at Albuquerque.
James Currey, of Espanola, arrived
In the city last evening from
the
north, and today attended to personal
business.
W. 13. Martin, of Socorro, the effi
cient clerk of the Third Judicial District Court, visited the Albuquerque
fair during the week.
Mrs. L. B. Prince left yesterday
forenoon over the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for Colorado Springs, expecting to return in about ten days.
Captain Arthur Trelford, superintendent of the New Mexico penitentiary, was a visitor during the past
few days at the fair in Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Jose de Trujlllo, of
Taos, are registered at the Normandie.
They have been In Albuquerque on a
visit to the fair, and are en route

ON

SHOES

HANNAN

... FOR

- - -

Ray-nold- s

Two Weeks Only
PRICE $5.50 and $6.00

omfort

Foot
Isn't

Somesomething you need look forward to
a. week or more of tor-

thing to be had as a reward for

Not it you wear HANNAN SHOES. They begin to
be comfortable with the day of purchase and remain so

ture.

The Hannan last, the result of years of
study of the true proportions of the human foot, is the
cause of this. Your day after day satisfaction is the result.
Smart styles? They are created in the Hannan factory.

until worn out.

Try the Hannan snoe this time for the sake of your feet.

home.

AFeast of Fall Fabrics

Manager I. Sparks, of the Santa Fe
Telephone Company, went to Nambe
today, overland, on personal business.
He will return home tomorrow after-

DiscriminatinDressers

noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Francisco

Ortiz and
children returned yesterday from La
Clenega, where they attended the
wedding of UUa Florentine Baca and
Emilio Ortiz.
'R. W. Stephenson, who for the past
two years has been a resident of Santa Fe and vicinity for the benefit of
his health, left for his home In New
York, this morning.
M. A. Otero returned
yesterday from a ten dayj" eastern
trip. He went as far east as Notre
Dame, Indiana, where he placed his

have just received the largest
WE line
ot samples for men' suits
and overcoats. It contains nearly five
hundrid of the latest fabrics and the
best material that money can buy. All
of them are on display ready for your
Inspection and first choice of the very
latest fashions, any shape or style you
may desire. This Is the only house In
tbe city that can satisfy you with a perfect fit, workmanship and anything else
So when this
in connection with It.
house makes you a suit of clo.hes or an
over coat you will not be ashamed to
ppear In any kind of society or any Catherine, because you feel more
omfortable a nd better dressed than the other fellow. For iwo wteka we
will sell suits at ridiculously low prices so you cannot help yourself and
buy a suit or overcoat at any price you may feel like paying for It.

Nathan Salmon
.Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

w,

WINTER GROCERY CO.
OjoCaliente, New Mexico.
All You Want

TRY IT.

Fe Hardware and Supply Company,
left yesterday to spend a few days
seeing the Albuquerque fair.
Mrs. D, W. Allen and little daughter,
Marie, and Miss Lena Allen left today
for Denver, Colorado, where they intend making a &hort visit before going to their home In Ansley, Nebraska.
Patricio Lopez, merchant at La .Tara,
m
Colorado, who has been an interested
visitor at the Territorial fair at Albuquerque, passed through Santa Fe toHe was accomday en route home.
panied by his family.
Ramon S. Trujlllo and family, of
Pojoaque, In northern Santa Fe County, who were fair visitors In Albuquerque during the fore part ot the week
were in town today en route home.
Attorney A. B. Renehan returned
home yesterday from Albuquerque,
where he attended the meeting of the
Democratic Territorial Central Committee, and also visited the Twenty-sixtAnnual Territorial Fair.
E. P. Holcombe, of Washington, D.

i

j
i

,

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

INCOmrOHATED
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Scratched
Itching Sores
Flesh Was Raw
Spent

Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION at VI

a SAXTi. Ft,

M

MAIL ORDER

Till
Hun-

dreds of Dollars on Doctors and
Hospitals and Grew Worse

IN FIVE

Grain. Flour and Potatoes.

'

WEEKS

"Since the year 1894 I have been
troubled with a very bad case of
eczema which I have spent hundreds
oi dollars trying
tocure, andl went
to the hospital,
but they failed to
cure me and it
was getting worse
all the time. Five
weeks ago my wife
bought a box of
Cuticura Oin-

tment and one

M.

cake of Cuticura

SoaD. and I am
I am now completely

pleased to say that
cured and well.
"It was impossible

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
REWE
RECENTLY
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

. .

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

.

..

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
OTHER KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER BUY ANY
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

for me to get
employment, as my face, head, and
body were covered with it. The
eczema first appeared on the top of
my head, and it had worked all the
way around down the back of my neck
and around to my throat, down my
body and around the hips. It Itched
so I would be obliged to scratch it,
and the flesh was raw.
"I would first wash the affected

parts with warm water and Cuticura
boap, and then apply Cuticura Ointment and let it remain on all night, and
in the morning I would use Cuticura
I am now all well, which all
Soap.
my friends can testify to, and I will be
pleased to recommend tbe Cuticura
Remedies to any nd all persons who
wish a speedy and permanent cure of
skin diseases." Thomas M. Rossiter,
290 Prospect Street,
Mar. 30, 1905.
East Orange, N. J.
Complete External and Internal Treatment for ETerv
Humor, from Plmplei to 9croraia, from Infancy to Ace,
confuting ot Cuticura Sotpiit, Ointment, 60c., Rerolr.
ent.AOc. (In form of ChoMate Coated Filli, 85c.
per Till
of do), mar be hed of ill drugglitfc A tingle let often eurei
the moit dletreiitos cam when all elee lalli. Poller Drill
Hole
Ji Chem. Corp.,
Propi., Bolton, Mau.
Mailed free, All. About the Skin, Scalp, and Half,

mr

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone 14

Bernalillo...

9
4

13

Ana

Grant
Lincoln
Guadalupe
Luna
McKlnley
Mora

Impossible to Get Employment, as
Face and Body Were Covered With

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

FOR REPUBLICAN
TERRITORIAL CONVENTION.
Central
Republican
Headquarters
Committee, Santa Fe, N. M., September 8th, 1906.
Pursuant to 'authority of the Re
publican Territorial Central Commit
tee, I, the undersigned, chairman of
the Territorial
Republican Central
Committee of New Mexico, do here
by call a convention to be held at the
hour of 2:30 p. m., at the Duncan
Opera House, In the city of Las Ve
gas, on the 29th day of September,
190C, for the purpose of nominating
a candidate1 for Delegate to the 60th
National Congress and for the purpose
of transacting such other business as
may properly come before said convention.
The various counties of the Territory are entitled to representation
in said convention as follows:

Dona
Rddy

HUMOR

LADIES

.

8
2
6
6
5
2

;..

Otero
Quay
Roosevelt
Rio Arriba
San Juan
Santa Fe
San Miguel
Sierra
Socorro
Torrance
Valencia
Sandoval
Taos

The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
iheet.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet.
vlt,
,
Notice of
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheki
General Blanks.
sheet
Township Plats,
sheet
Sheep Contract,
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
aheet.
Dealers,
Application for License, Games an
Butcher's Bond,
sheet. "
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
RIght-of-Way-

Established

Seligman Bros. Co.
Wholesale and Retail

hand-mad-

DRY GOODS
Guaranteed Quality and Absolute Reliability.
'

School Notes.

Our line of Boys' and Children's School Wearing Apparel is complete in every
Unmatchable
department
values in reliable goods.

sheeit.

Execution,
Summons, 14 sheet.
V4 sheet.
Subpoe-- a
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
1903; English and Spanish; pamphlet, $2.25; full leathbr, $ .00.
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
pamphlet $2.75; full leather, $3.60
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket
single, $1.25; two or more books,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Nolary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c,
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket $2.75.
Animals not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant
sheet
atocK Blanka.
Bill of Sale, Anlmais Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; in Books
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill ot Sale, Animals not Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather. Drive and Handle
Miscellaneous.
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
sheet.
sheet.
Lease,
LaMaaVs
of Personal Property.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Mortgage Deed,
sheet
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sbeet.
Complaint, Criminal,
sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com'
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer Sumsheet.
mons,
Replevin Baud,
Execution
Forcible Entry aud Desheet.
tainer,
Replevin Writ,
sbeet.
Replevin Aindavlt,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint. V sheet
shcet.
Warrant,
Commitment, "4 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bonds,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance

1836.

School Items.
SCHOOL SHOES,
SCHOOL HOSIERY,
SCHOOL SUITS.

Seligman Bros. Co.
for

Half a Century

the Leading Dry Goods House in the City

P. O. Box aio.

Phone 36.

CHARLES WAGNER

Fttfnfttwe Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
We

3
9
6
3
2
14
3
8
20
4
11
6

,

8
8

as
TEDDY
UNDERTAKING1

AND EMBALMINQ.

6.

H.
!

Attest:

BURSUM,

H. S.

V. SAFFORD,

PJJVE & COMPANY
Leading Grocers.

Phone 26.

THE YELLOW CRAWFORD PEACH
Is now in its prime and if you are going to preserve
some don't delay.
Will make low prices durir.g
this week. Also Pears for panning and preserving.

LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
(

Wednesdays and Fridays

CUT PRICES!
ot first
stores and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit' up your house when
you can get the best goods at the low
est prices. We will furnish your

You
house from kitchen to garret.
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all ihe time you want
on easy payments. Call In and aea
our goods.

Letters Testamentary,

Assignment of Mortgage,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Options,
Notice of Protest,
sbeet
Notaries' Notice of Publication, H
'
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed,
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full Sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust.
Homestead Affidavit,
Homestead Application,
No. l Homestead,
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,

Lowtr

D. S. LOWITZKI,
tan Francisco 8t., Santa F.

.

first-cla-

111

MRS. LYNG.

PRICES.

CUT

We have a quantity

sheet

LEGAL BLANKS.

-:

Phone 26

.

sheet-Chatte-

...

the

PEOPLE

Band

Chairman.
Affidavit,
Secretary.
Homestead Proof, full
l
Mortgage,
Prices.
On
or
sheets, eacn..
$ .05
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS OF Full sheet, each
,i
sheets, per dozen
NEW MEXICO.
,.. .2
dozen
36
per
The New Mexican Printing Company
.65
has the largest facilities and most Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
per hundred
modern machinery for doing all kindi
2.50
per hundred
of Printing and Binding in
Full sheets, per hundred
4.00
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
100 assorted blanks take tbe per
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
100 price.
a specialty. Best Boole Bindery In the
On
an
of
600
order
customer
blanks,
Southwest.
business card will he printed Under
Mnlng Blank.
Ing without extra cost
Amended Location Notice,
sbeet.
of
14
sheet.
Publisher.
Agreement
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Size of Blank.
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
7x84 inches.
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and o
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.60. Address the New Mei
lean Printing Company, Santa Fe.
C.

in representing

Charles Wagner, Llcemed Embalmer.

Declaration in Assumpsit,
7
Union.- Declaration in Assumpsit on Note.
No proxies will be allowed except
sheet.
when such proxies are held by bona
Satisfactiou of Mortgage,
fide residents
of the county from
which said delegates may have been
elected.
All county conventions for the election of the delegates from the various
counties are hereby required to be
held not later than the 26th day of
September.
A meeting of the Territorial Republican Central Committee Is hereby
called to assemble at the Duncan
Opera House, Las Vegas, at trhe hour
of 10 o'clock, A. M., on the 29th day
of September, 1906, to transact any
and all business that may properly
come before It,

are as far in the
LEAD

for Appearance, District Court,
Justice Quarterly Report,
Bond for Deed,
Bond, General Form,
Bond ot Indemnity,
Certificate of Marriage, 76c per dozen.
Official Bond,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Certificate of Election,
Letters of Guardianship,
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
.13

;

Would be pleased to have you
FALL MILLINERY
::
inspect my new stock of
220 San Francisco St.

d

CALL

DISFIGURING

CURED BY CUTICURA

I

Lake-woo-

Chaves
Colfax

Wste

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

J

son, Miguel, In college.
J. A. Davis and Thomas McDonald,
plumbers in the employ of the Santa

Board and United States land conditions.
Delegate W. H. Andrews and Chairman H. 0. Bursum of the Republican
Central Committee, arrived on last
night's delayed train from Albuquerque and attended to political business
while In the city today. Delegate Andrews Is registered at the Palace and
Chairman Bursum at the Claire.
Rev. E. C, Anderson of Geneseo,
Illinois, the new pastor of St. John's
M. B. church, who exchanged pulpits
with Rev. J. L, Shlvely, has arrived in
the city In company with his wife and
cu.ldren. Rev. Arderson and family
are domiciled on Chapelle street In
the house formerly occupied by the
Shivelys.
Mark Summers, of Chicago, arrived
In the city yesterday for a brief vis-I- t
to his wife and daughter while en
route on a business trip to El Paso,
He was accompanied by his young son
who itms been with him in Chicago,
and the little fellow will attend school
during the coming year in Santa Fe.
Mr. Summers will leave tonight for
El Paso ibut will return in a week
or so for a longer visit in the Capital.
Mrs. Summers and children are now
residing on Don Gaspar Avenue, having moved recently Into the new brick
cottage opposite the Capital buildMr. Summers is an expert acing.
countant and auditor, senior mem-i.e- r
of the firm of Summers & Sylva-nus- ,
with headquarters In Chicago.
Pour citizens of the Pecos Valley
visited Santa Pe today and were
greatly pleased with what they saw
here. They have been In attendance
at. the sessions of the grand lodge of
Knights of Pythias at Albuquerque
and have taken In the fair there. They
are now en route nome and came to
Santa Fe for the purpose of seeing
the town and are glad they did so.
They are: G. E. French, bookkeeper
Bank at
in the American National
Roswell; J. B. Roberts, of the
Trading Company; G. N. Amis,
contractor at Roswell, and B. P.
Moon of Roswell. Messrs, French and
Roberts called at the office of the
Bureau of Immigration and were furnished with literature on the Territory
and on Santa Fe County. They left
this afternoon for Roswell via the
Santa Fe Central and Automobile line.
Mr. French represented Damon Lodge
No. 15, of Roswell, and Mr. Roberts
Lakewood Lodge, No. 31, at the sessions of the grand lodge of Knights
of Pythias.

Hew niexico EiriDioyinem Bureau
AND REALTY CO.
Morion C. Miller, Secretary' and Manager.

'

Situations of all kinds Secured. Real
Estate Bought Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES

Business of

Non-Residen-

PAID.

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fftiit Trees.
--

103

Palac

Avtnuti

'Pneiia No. 1M.

CARL A. BISHOP & CO.

General Insurance Agents

Don't forget our large and complete
bindery and Job department All work
handled promptly and In the most
SURETY BONOS,
manner. One trial makes you
a permanent patron.
ROOM 24 IAUGHLIN

BURGLARY
BLOCK.

INSURANCE,

INVESTMENT BUSINESS.

Santa Fe,

N. M,

VPH0NE.9

FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER

21,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M

1906,

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Train No. 7 on the Santa Fe, from
the east failed to arrive last evening.

'iTaina Nos, 8 and 1 arrived at two
o'clock this morning. Train No. 2
from the south and the west is report. Nobby Suits to order and urlces ed to be three hours late
today.
at
EHLE'S.
right,
Is said to
The
full
this
pinon
crop
Mrs. Joseph Herach, Mrs. .1. Lowlte-Id- ,
be larger than for many years In the
David S. Lowltsskl and Leo Hersch
closed their places of business yes- vicinity of Sauta Fe. The trees are
loaded down with the little
terday In observance of the Jewish literally
nuts.
However, It will be several
New Year.
weeks before they are ripe enough
If your spinal anatomy Is once to pick.
properly adjusted by an Osteopath,
It Is reported that Chas. F. Abreu,
perhaps the world will seem a better
a resident at Rayado, Colfax
formerly
place to dwell In. Dr. Wheelon, the
County, who moved to this city some
Osteopath, 103 Palace Avenue.
months ago, may be the Democratic
In the Second Judicial District Court candidate for sheriff of this
county.
for Bernalillo County, on Wednesday, Mr. Abreu was prominent in Demoa divorce was granted to Mrs. Edith cratic politics at his old home.
Lewis from her husband, Fred. J.
For the Colorado New Mexico Fair
Lewis, on account of abandonment,
and Indian Carnival September 26 to
The Yuma Athenaeum Company 29 and the meeting of the Colorado
which will be the opening attraction State Commercial Association, Sepof the theatrical season and will give tember 24 to 2(1, at Durango, Colorado,
Its first performance here this even- the Denver & Rio Grande will sell
ing will have a matinee tomorrow. round trip tickets for $13.15 on Sepand 25.
The Capital City Band gave its tember
weekly open air concert In the Plaza
The funeral of the late Juan de
last evening Instead of tonight owing Dios Tapla, the aged termer from
to the fact that some of the musicians Clenegltas,
who died
suddenly at
wanted to leave today to see the Al- the home of hls daughter, Mrs. Jose
Bla7. Cortez, while
buquerque fair.
serving on the
The Board of Education of Santa Territorial grand Jury, was held this
Fe will be tendered a reception this morning from the Cathedral. The reevening by the teachers of the local mains were buried In Rosario Cemepublic schools. The function will be tery.
held In the 'spacious assembly room
The Republican primaries for the
at the high school.
election of delegates to the county

afr

Why suffer wilh
pamwnen

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT

23-2-

WILL

pre-clu-

CURE

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Frledel, Dallas, 'IV x.
wri tes : " J line Bal la ril ' s S no w
Liniment for my family. It

the best Liniment made-relieves burns and scalds.'

In

It

25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO

w

There are many causes of nervousness, but
poor blood heads the list. The doctors call
anemia. The blood lacks red corpuscles.
At your first opportunity, consult your doctor
about taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Ask him if he has anything better for weak
ness, debility, nervousness. If he has, take it. If not, take Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
We publith
J.O.AnrCo.
Hpf wpII thnr'c uhnr vnn art nrW We tuvo no wontil
!
ths frjniula t fall our niMictneH
Tnwn. Mars.
mm

Y PlDCyHQ

'

J

lm IBM

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG CO.
convention, which meets next Wednes-day- ,
will be held Monday evening in
the four CltV nreclncta. Much Inter.
est Is being shown by Republicans
generally and a lively time Is expected. It seems thaf the Republican
voters are determined to Insist on fair
methods and on just treatment at
these gatherings.
Something new In Boy's school hats
only C5c, at EHLE'S.
A circular sent out from the government printing office at Washington by
the superintendent of documents, announces that publications which the
national public printer has Issued relative to simplified spelling consisting
of a pamphlet, a small pocket brochure and a wall card containing the
three hundred words for quick reference put up in sets are offered for
sale at twenty-livcents per set.
Postage stamps or personal checks
will not be accepted, and only one
copy can be sold to any one person.
Remittance should be made by postal
order, ' express money order, bank,
draft or certified cheek, payable to
the "Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C." Currency may be sent at
owner's risk.
r

if deposited with us on certificates of deposits, as time
deposits or savings accounts.
Hidden around your place they foim bait for burglars,
food for fire, are a constant cause for worry and do no
good to anybody. '
Placed in bank, your savings in the form of cash or
credit help to transact the business of the country and are
a source of good to the entire community.
Open an account here and do all
your banking business with us; We
insure you absolutely against loss
by thieves or fire and we will put
your money to work so that it will
earn you three per cent- If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican "ad."
cTVlake yourself at home in our
reception room when you have let- DELEGATE CONVENTION
ters to write'.
REPUBLICAN VOTERS
e

Ill

at school house, at Lamy.
No. 13, Glorleta, Walter M. Taber,
at thestore of Walter M. Taber.
No. 14, Chimayo, Roumaldo Ortega,
at school house.
No. 15, Santa Cruz, Ramon Bustos,
at school house, district No. 15.
No. 17, Santa Fe, Alberto Garcia,
at Motley's Hall.
No. 18, Sunta Fe, M. A. Ortiz, at
Elks' Hall.
No. 19, Madrid, Jim Lamb, at school
house.
No. 20, San Pedro, F. C. Buell, at
school house.
No. 22, Ortiz, Eplmenlo Romero, at
school house.
The precinct chairman and secretary are directed to send to the secretary of this committee, Immediately
the holding of the primaries
a correct list of the delegates elected,
signed by the chairman and secretary
of the meeting. Contests, if any,
must be filed with this committee
not later than 9 o'clock In the morning of the day of the convention In
order that this committee may report
same to the convention. The
primaries will be called to order by the chairman of the precincts
according to the above list at the
exact hour above designated.
Should precinct chairmen be unable to be present at these primaries
the Republicans at the meeting will
elect a temporary presiding officer
to call the meeting to order. The
first order of business will be to receive nominations for chairmen and
a sufficient, time will
to
be given
make such nominations. All the nominations must be received aud submitted, if a division is called for,
such shall be had, the vote taken
by two tellers appointed by the chairman, one from each side and the person having the highest number of
votes and the majority of the meetchairman.
ing shall be declared
Thereafter the election of other offi
cers and the delegates shall bp proceeded with,
By order of the Republican Central
Committee of the County of Santa Fe.
DAVID M. WHITE,
Attest:
Chairman.
M. A. ORTIZ,
Secretary.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dock
ets especially for the use uf justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings. In elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and can
vas, sides, have full Index In front and
the fees of Justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 inches,
These books are made up (.n civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 3
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To In
troduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
$2.75
Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wantttd. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00.

2

I H

1

1

REMINGTON

j

TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAK

PPINTWi

'

i

CO

DMlers,

j

county commissioner, second
district.
One sheriff.
One assessor.
One probate clerk.
One treasurer and
collect
One

Santa Pt,

H.

A.

or.
One probate judge.
One superintendent of schools.
One surveyor, and further there will

LADIES OF ANTA FE
Are Cordially Invited to Attend the

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are In the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa-

bouts, surreys,

and platform

spring

You need not send east, as
wagons.
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See llm 'p'ore pur-

chasing.

-

To Our

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and exauilue samples
and price.

Furniture

Department
we have added a Que line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettea,

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
Theaa
goods are attractive and ottered at a
tow price to Introduce them. It cosu
,vou uotulng to look at them and ba
your own ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full line of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting ot folding
cots, tables aud chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
Hie. Also, full line of tents and supplied. Call utid see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of Jars, all
sizes and rubbers.
of Ullmau & Co., New York.

The New Mexican Bindery Is turning out some of the most artistic
binding In the Southwest. It Is the
mo'tt completely equipped bluderv lu
the Rocky Mountain States south ot
is headquarters for legal blanks ot all
kinds. The company makes a specially
in handling land office blanks, necessary In homestead entries and In mineral applications. Prices low, especially In quantities. Circulars giving
full Information furnish-- ' n application.

The New Mexlcau Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets aud scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers," merBARGAINS IN ORCH- chants and also for home use, which
ARDS AND RANCHES will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered in larger quanLocated in the Fruitful and Far Famei tities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.
obtainable, and you are getting double
The following orchards and farm your money's worth when buying.
properties In the famed and fruitful GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
Espanola Valley In southern Rio Ar THEM.
riba County In the Territory ot New
Mexico, are for sale ait a bargain.
R.
SYSTEM
D.
There are satisfactory reasons for sell
Santa Fe Branch.
ing. The section is one of the finest
effective Dec ember 10th. 1905.
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
Mexico, but In the southwest.
BOUID
win Bouao
supply ot water for Irrigation purposes Ml
Is ample and stable at all times. The Ho. 428. MILU
No42J
Statioui
cllmale Is of the best. For particulars 11:00 ....0... ,Lf.
Fe
Ar.. 3:80 p
,.8anta
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and 12:61 p ...34..
Lv.. 1:20 p
.Ktpauola
" ., 12:26,0
.Kmbudo
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mex- 2:11 pp ...M...
" .. 11:86 p
.Barranca
...61...
"
:02
.Servtllata.. .. .. 10:29 p
p ...HI...
ico, The properties are;
"
4:92
.. 10:00 d
Pladras.
.Trvf
...91.,.
p
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
" .. 8:10 p
..126...
.Autoulto.
" .
.A lam ia
one acre bearing orchard; small house, 8:30 p ..16H...
:0 a
SiUUn ..287...
11:05 p
.Piwbl
well, barn and corral; all fenced and 4:38 .. 831...
.Culo.a rluft. "
9:4up
Lv.. 7:00 p
under irrigation; one mile from post- - 7:30 a. .406... Ar. .Dourer
office, two and a half miles to railroad
Trains stop at Embudo for a iner
station; price $30 per acre.
where good meals are servea.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
At Antontto tor Durango, Sllverton
standard apple trees; six; miles from and Intermediate
points.
corral
Espanola; good house, barn,
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo aud
and packing house; produced 2,90 Intermediate
points via the standboxes of apples last year; Irrigation ard
gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marentire trip lu daylight and passing
f
mile
town
to
ket garden tract,
through the FAMOUS ROTAL GORQB
railroad, po3toffice, school and church; also tor all points on Creede branch.
good six room house,
having teleS. K. HOOPER,
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packG. P. A., Denver, Colo.
business
a
ing house; highly profitable
and a fine home; produces annually
HENRY KRICK
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; prte
8ole Agent For
$2,250.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch ot 52
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
acres with good fences and improve
Malls
orders promptly attended to.
shelter
meats, has excellent waiter,
hay land and conltrols several thou Montezuma Avt, Santa Fe, N. M.
sand acres of fine goat grazing land
Telephone No. 38
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch In New Mexico.
!
No. 5. Twenty acres, naving about
ten acres ot full bearing apples ot
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
Any Flavor You Desire.
seven acres of good alfalfa and three We will deliver Soda Water In any
acres garden land, good five room quantity to any part of the city.
adobe house, well built and finished,
OTTY BOTTLING. WORKS,
good barn; the whole place almost enTelephone No. 38.
tirely surrounded by a hedge of boxelder trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attrac THE
PLAZA BARBER
SHOP
tiveness of the place; produced last
PARSC-.SH
WILLIAM
,
Prop.
rear over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fonrth miles east of Espanola.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa Ft.
Two Porcelain Bath Toss.
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
halt mile east of Espanola at $2,250. Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three first-ClasThis place Is a full bearing apple or
Barters.
chard and market garden tract of sev East Slda of Plaza. South of Postal
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
Telegraph Office.
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
to any
beautiful and convenient home and a
TICKETS
the Counplace to make good money, besides
send ticket
apples this place has cherries, pears,
In and get cash for It; tran
plums, quinces and large beds of as- sactlona guaranteed; association office.
paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave, Albuvegetable products alone of this place querque, N. M,
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year in vegetables
and fruit were over $500.- Terms cash.

5?
SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by pur
chasing a refrigerator that Is built
scientifically and In the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee It to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take It off your hands.
You will obtain more- refrigerator
comfort In a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice. saves money, saves wmtv.
saves health and saves work. Book
let for the asking.

6.

4.

8:p

.

delegate convention of the Republican voters of the county of Santa Fe, Is hereby called to meet at Elks'
Hall In the city of Santa Fe, at 10 a.
m., Wednesday, September 26th, 190C,
for the purpose of selecting eight dele
gates to the Territorial Republican
Convention which will meet at Las
Vegas on the 29th of September, 1906,
for the purpose of placing in nomination a candidate for delegate from
New Mexico to the COth Congress of
the United States of America, and for
the purpose of placing in nomination
the following county ticket:
One 'member of the Council of the
37th Legislative Assembly.
Two members of the House of the
37th Legislative Assembly.
One county commissioner, first
A

OUR LEADER

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTS
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Protnp
Attention. Solid for Catalog!, j.

'

HOWUNB

LED

&

CO.

JRSSS&.

5CI-S
I-JER-

. . .

one-hal-

SODA WATER

be nominated four candidates for delegates to the constitutional convention.
The various precincts will be entitled to representation
No. 1, Pojoaque, 2 delegates; No. 2,
Tesuque, 2 delegates; No. 3, Santa Fe,
S
delegates; No. 4, Santa Fe, 8 delegates; No. 5, Agua' Fria, 1 delegate;
No. 6, Cienega, 1 delegate; No. 7, Cer-rlllos, 2 delegates; No. S, Galisteo,
4 delegates; No. 9, San Ildefonso, 2
delegates; No. 11, Golden, 1 delegate;
No. 12, Canoncito, 2 delegates; No.
13, Glorleta, 1 delegate; No. 14, Chi
mayo, 3 delegates; No. 15, Santa Cruz,
3 delegates; No. 17, Santa Fe, 5 delegates; No. 18, Santa Fe, 7 delegates;
No. 19, Madrid, 3 delegates; No. 20,
San Pedro, 1 delegate; No. 22, Ortiz,
:
2 delegates.
.
Alternates will not be recognized.
The only first class in city.
Proxies will not tie received unless
Second to none in Territory.
held by persons residents of the same
Four first class artists : : :
precinct from which the persons giving the proxies are elected.
11.50
Electrical Baths
The primaries will be held on Mon25
Baths
Other
If
Can
of
make
sales
1906,
the
24th,
September,
day
day
quick
price
at 7:30 p. m In all the precincts at
Is satlsfacty of following Parlors located West 8ide Plan
the places and by the persons hereW. H. KERR,
properties:
inafter designated.
No. 1, Pojoaque, Eutemlo Roybal,
Coal
at school house,
No. 2, Tesuque, Ramon Jimenez,
at school house.
No. 3, Santa Fe, Telesforo Rivera, at
school house.
No. 4, Santa Fe, Can u to Alarld, at
school house.
Fin. Riga, Rellablt Horats, tlnglr
No. 5, Agua Fria, Lino Montoya, at
and
must
be
uIm, lurrsyt, Hacks.
large
Properties
school house.
value.
established
of
No. 6, Cienega, Jesus Romero, at
Call up 'Phons N.
when In mad
house of Jesus Romero.
of Anythnli In tht Llvsry Llns.
No. 7, Cerrillos, Matias Montoya, SKVKBAL IILl'ON DOLLARS
Rsasenaklt
Drivers Furnlshad..
at school house..
No. 8, Galisteo, Pedro Pena,
at
Rate.
school house.
Ready for Invertment.
No. 9, San Ildefonso, J. E. Gomez,
Land scrip bought and sold
at school house, district No. 29.
No. 11, Golden, Nick Montoya, at
Hugo Seaberg,
'
' s
school house.
'taton, N. M
No. 12, Canoncito, Roqne Tudesque,

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

ind
RETAIL

DEALERS If

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN

HOUSE

IN SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL,
much the largest asset we have in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz

s

ILLINERY OPENING
Tuesday, the 18th of September.

ffl

H

r

III 1TTIT

-

LAND

"

tlie

Reminglon-Dpcral-

on

f LIVERY

I chao.

-

strive

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at

store like this.

It

ia a

great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

C

f

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer.
in Watches,!Jewelry, Diamonds.

JACOB WELTMER

....

Proprietor,

Lands,
Timber Lands,
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.

we can

Parlors

Capital

WANTED.

3o does

for.

KERR'S

-

iTiie'Reiniiiglbfi Typewrtter laSlslciigcsl'.

can be relied upon", is the very beat recommendation

STABLE

Complete Stock of

School Supplies.
Books on Hand
Authorized School
in Public Schools

Used

1

ci.cson. I

JUST RECEIVED
A large sample line of Carpets, Rugs and Linoleums. ' We take measures of rooms and halls
and do the laying. All of these goods are sold at
Eastern prices. No charge for freight.

Please Call and Examine Them.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

--
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CHOICE MISCELLANY FACTS IN FEW LINES

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL KINDS OP BUILDING MATESJUL

Three nicely furnishFOR RENT
ed rooms for light housekeeping. M.
(
Miller, Capitol Blclg.

Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stov
Delivered to Any
CERRIL.LOS
La
C
Cjf
Part of the Cityts
nd HAGAN

SALE The brick residence,
on Palace
Avenue, known as the
L.
Sellgman residence. Apply to J.
Sellgman, administrator of the estate,

Phone

3S

Wt

d BTOR AGE:

TRANSFER

Branch Office aad Yar4s t Cerrillo.

Santa Fe.

FOR

Until Everything Movable
M

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
Office west side ot Plaza.
& Delgado.

at.

FOR SALE General merchandise
business on the El Paso & Southwestern In eastern New Mexico. Stock
Fine opporbuulity
$15,000, to $20,000.
Can explain good
for right party.
reason for selling. Locality heialtlh.
iest in New Mexico. Address Inquiries
to this paper.

COAL s WOOD
$5.H0
Katon and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Nut
Raton
Good Commercial
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
and Con' Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFFl'E; Garfield

S. F. Depot,

Ave., Near A

'Phone No.

How's This?

8.1.

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
CATALOG

IS

FREE.

WRITE FOR IT TOTMV,

BROCK & FEAGANS, Jewelers

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

FOURTH & BROADWAY

W

h
w"

I

EL PASO ROUTE
s

This handsome solid vestibuled train ruiw through to New Orleans, Shreveport And St Louis without change. Carrie through
Direct
sleepers Log Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points.
connections made for all pointa North, Easl and Southeast.

THE.
TRAIN

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

H
K

w
V.

K

I

FAST
TRAIN.

TAKE

MEW

i

p. in.

NEW

El Paso, Texas.

a
u
w
w
w

w

iSPECIAL

BATE

GREW THIS HAIR

Paris.
The women of Bosnia have their
arms and necks tattooed.
There are many Italians employed In
south Germany, probably 0,000 alto
gether, the German supply being

for
We Offer One Hundred Dollare Reward
auy cane of Catarrh that oauuot be oured by
Hull'i Catarrh Cure.
CO., Toledo, O.
We, the uuderelgued, have kuowu F. J.
16
and believe him
I
at
the
for
yeari.
Cheuey
transacuerfeotly houorable lu all bualneaa
to
able
carry out any
and
tluaiiolally
tion
Arm.
The EnclUh Army Tailor.
thla
obllgatlona made by
WaLUiNO, Rinn N A Mavis,
The dally press Is full of gibes at the
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall'i Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, British military tailor employed by the
aetiuK directly upon the blood and mucous
war department to assist In revising
surfaces of the ayatem. Teatlmoniale sent
tree. Price 76 oeuta per bottle, Sold by all the cut of the uniforms of the enlisted
re"'"Hall'i Family Pills (or onuatlpatlon men of the regular army. Scornful
marks on the "swagger clothes" of
English Tommy lead to reminiscences
Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved of a glorious past. The ghost of the
Pain Balm.
By Chamberlain'
Continental stalks across the stage In
A little child ot Michael Strauss, of his "ragged regimentals" and looks re
Vernon, Conn., was recently in great proachful. "Treason!" the antique fig
and as ure seems to say, or so our patriotic
pain from a burn on the hand,
ni,i nntiHnntlons only Increased the scribes would read his expression.
Inflammation, Mr. Strauss came to Mr. Then they conjure up the soldier of the
James N. Nichols, a local merchant, civil war In his blue contract slops. He
Mr. also looks disapproval.
Did be fight
Cor something to stop the pain.
Nichols says: "I advised him to use less well by reason of the sartorlally
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the shocking garments be wore? In all
for
first application drew out the inflam- seriousness, much might be done
of
and gave Immediate relief. the uniforms of the enlisted men
mation
United States. As
1
have used this liniment myself and the army of the
are not only
recommend it very often tor cuts, they are now built they to
be com
ugly, but they do not look
burns, strains and lame back, and
fortable. And who can doubt that the
have never known It to disappoint,"
war department will know how to
For sale by all druggists.
profit by the experience of the expert

In

And

wi om
IT

PROVE

It Is asserted that there are in the
world over 250 anarchist Journals,
though It Is calculated that there are
only 40,000 anarchists.
A man In Houlton, Me., bought a
colt In 1800 for
heavy
$100. After keeping it for ten years at
bard work all the time the man sold
the horse for $200.
"The Brunswick (Me.) Record tells of
an eighteen-year-olboy named Jo
seph Lajole who cut half a cord of
wood Into three lengths In Just one
hour and twenty minutes.
China's public debt has Increased
1,000,000,000 taels since the war with
Japan. Part of it bears 7 and 8 per
cent Interest. It Is proposed to borrow
abroad and refund at 4 and 5 per cent.
Thinking that she would get a holi
day If her employers were stricken
servant
with grief, a fourteen year-olgirl at Dlstenhausen, Germany, con
fessed that she threw tbelr baby into
the river,
A stranger who wished to demon
strate that be could get a fairly respectable meal In a New York restau
rant without meat ate eighteen eggs,
two bunches of asparagus, two bunches
of radishes and a can of shrimps.
There was considerable excitement In
West Bwanzey, N. H., the other day
when a deer with a bulldog for a peace
able companion was seen wandering
through the streets of the town. The
two odd mates seemed the best of
friends.
The Euclid avenue home of Mrs.
Cassie Chadwick lu Cleveland, O.,
where the erstwhile queen of finance
resided In the days ot her prosperity,
has so badly deteriorated that Its large
and spacious front yard Is now being
used as a cow pasture.
Spain during recent years has lost
Cano-va- s
only one ruler by assassination
de Castillo. Russia has lost two
czars, Turkey two sultans. Persia a
shah, America three presidents, five
other republics one president each and
Austria. Servla and Korea have also
suffered.

1906.

JINGLES AND JESTS.
A

Prophet Vindicated.

But Jones he looks uncommon wio
An' take a squint toward the kle
An' says: "We're oln' to hev torn rain.
'Taln't no uae tryln' to explain,"
aav Bill. "Jea' how I come to know.
But take my word for It, tt'i so."
W wait awhile an' wait in vain:
rain,
fur days there ain't no algnhlao' tune.
But Bill he doean't change
"I didn't promlae Jea' how soon come It
'Twould come," aaya he, "but
I
will."
Tou Jes' can't help admlrin' BUI.
He knows the meanln' of each oloud
o'er the crowd
That come
Of oaka an' cedars 'croit the bay.
An' If the weather goes aatray
An' breaks the rules there in the hllli.
Why, that's the weather's fault- -' taln't
Bill's.
Washington Star.

Wont Pltcht.

"He's been talking golf so much here.
lately be seems to be actually going
crazy."
"Gracious! Then what must be the
condition of the people he's been talkTork Life.
ing to?"-N- ew
MR8. ANNIE E. 8HEEHAN,

WeirOlty, Kantai.
nn mint rAmambar that falling hair and
dandruDaretlgDiof decay, or a diseased con-

dition of the scalp, and you must not dslay
treatment. To do so simply meani more lots ot
nair, ana a greater impovenanea scaip, ana
dually no hair. The wise thing to do la to oor-reIt In the start. Danderine works wonders
In all such cases. It will quickly regenerate the
enfeebled tissues, and make your hair grow
mora beautiful than It ever was. MOW stall
lniKKlsts, three sizes.

250., 500. and 91.00 per bottle.
KNOWLION DANOEBINB CO.,Chloaaa,
BON TON RESTAURANT.
SHORT ORDER BILL OF FARE.
MEATS.
Pork Chops
P. II. Steaks
Hum and Eggs
Veal Cutlets
Mutton Chops
Liver and Bucou
Wtennerwurst
Pork Sausage
Rgirs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Came
Pi'iirtles and Navy Beans
Pozolc, Tamules
OYSTERS.
Filed, Slewed, Escalloped, Pan Roast
ed. Ovster Loaf. Raw, Any Old
Style.
FISH.
Spanish Mackerel Bull Heads, Red
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs,
Shrimps, Halibut, Salmon, Pike,
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.

Aa Other See Vm.
The observers all giggled and laughed
Am back to her many kisses he waughed,
"Ob, they're Just wed,
Or married," they said,
"And the fellow's a little bit daughed!"
Chicago News.

j

Aa Time Change.
"Poverty," said the man of platl- tudes, "is no disgrace."
"No," answered the prosperous person; "It's only wealth that's called
upon to apologize nowadays."

Aa Optimist.

By Its hopeful example the teakettle
cheers
Our lot when our cares are depressing,
for although In hot water clear up to It

ears
It singe aa If life were a blessing.

Woman's Home Companion,

What She Mlaied.
"I found a bargain In men's shoes
today," said Meeker.
"That's more than I ever found," rejoined Mrs. Meeker In a tone redolent
with significance. Detroit Tribune.
The Whole

Thin-- .

"All the world does love a lover;
I'm sure of that," said he.
"Nell loves me, 1 discover,
And she's all the world to me."
-- Philadelphia Press.

GAME.

Jaat the

Spring Chicken

Teal Duck

j

Thing;.

First Tramp I t'lnk I'll go Inter d
BUI.
All kinds of Blanks conforming to Insurance business,
Dere's aut-tlSecond Tramp-Hu- h!
the New Mexico laws for sale by the
doln' In dat.
New Mexican Printing Co.
First Tramp Exactly'. Judge.

A man In Hillstown, Conn., declares
to be a complete antidote for
kerosene
anywithout
sacrificing
foreign artist
A cow, nearly
bite.
a
rattlesnake's
WAS A VERY SICK BOY.
of
adaptability
thing of the essentials
dead from a bite, was treated with the
Colic, to real service? Army and Navy Life.
But Cured By Chamberlain's
If you have anything to sell, rent or
oil, a bath ot It being given, and very
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Hoping For Relief.
soon the swelling went down and in a exchange use the "Want" columns ot They say "a barking dog won't bite,"
"When my boy was two years old
Boiler Explosions la England.
worse
none
was
And
cow
the
Bhort while the
yet t hope and trust
die New Mexican.
he had a very severe attack ot bowel
During the twelve months ended
That neighbor's dog that barks all night
her
for
experience.
Chamberuse
of
were
fourteen
the
there
but
June 80, 1006,
per
by
Will some day bite the dust.
complaint,
O. B. Hadwen, president of the Wor
The New Mexican Printing Company
-- Detroit Free Press.
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea sons killed and forty injured from BritsoHorticultural
ot
on
a
cester
rehand
has
(Mass.)
pads
County
large supply
Remedy we brought him out all right," ish steam plant accidents, smaller
the formatlou of a and tablets suitable for school work,
Sure Thing;.
says Maggie Hickox, of Midland, turns than for any year since the boiler ciety, suggests
women would get accus"To him that hath," said the man
the desk, and also for lawyers and
Mich. This remedy can be depended explosions act of 1802 was passed, the school where
claims
merchants; good anywhere. We will who loves to quote, "shall be given." :
years tomed to bugs and snakes. He
upon in the most severe cases. Even average for the past twenty-twIs demonstratwhich
the
that
"Yes," said the practical philosopher,
and
killed
antipathy
t
sell them at five cents in book' form,
twenty-eighFolpersons
being
cholera Infantum is cured ty It.
"and to him that hath not shall be
ed by shrieks Is entirely unnecessary
low the plain printed directions and sixty Injured.
and could easily be overcome with a litOn the other band, the Locomotive,
given a swift kick." Puck.
For sale by all
a cure is certain.
at
Conn., gives 883 tle training.
Hartford,
published
druggists.
Dae to the Hot San,
M. Etlenne, the French minister of
persons as killed and 585 Injured In the
That heat expands, as science says,
Lieutenof
tomb
steam
the
of
number
The
States.
war,
upon
United
pinned
The laxative effect ot Chamberlain's
Cannot be far from wrong.
YOUR
who was killed at Lens, the
That would explain why summer days
is so boilers In America does not exceed by ant Latour,
Stomach and Liver Tablets
This
of
Honor.
the
cross
of
in
Great
cent
those
Legion
50
Britain;
Are all so very long,
per
agreeable and s - natural you can hard- hence
American Spectator,
the total number killed In the gives Latour's three daughters the right
a
It
U
ly realize that
produced by
an of admission to one of the schools of
not
Reexceed
states
should
liave
per
anxious
forty
We
are
to
every
These tablets also cure
medicine.
The Last Iteaort.
num, whereas the actual death roll Is the Legion of Honor, and It is considin close toucli, and work"I tell you," remarked the newly
indigestion and biliousness. Price 25
ered a great honor to have been educat- publican
ten times this amount
nearly
cents. Samples free .t any drug
ing in harmony with the Republican married man, "there's no place like
Heavy fines are Imposed In Great ed in one of them.
National Congressional Committee in home, after all."
store.
M. J. Archer of Wabash, Ind., who
Britain on .actory owners, engineers,
favor of tlio election of a Republican
"Yes," agreed the old rounder, "after
telewhom
to
a
others
and
builders
tuned
Is
a piano tuner,
piano by
engine
Baltimore American.
all."
InstrucCongress.
any blame attaches for explosions.
phone recently. He gave his
Frnlt Skins.
The Congressional campaign must
tions to the lady who owned the piano
The sklus of fruit should never be From a Report by Consul Marshal
A Sad Storr.
and had each note sounded so he could be based on the administrative and
eaten, not because they are not palataThe prisoner was not Insane
In
The
In
record
of
the
the
It
and,
bear
unbealthful
are
or
telephone.
through
party,
ble or digestible
legislative
At first, but he could not refrain
OrlaTla of the Word "Dope."
From reading all the experts said, '
structions were carried out so carefully that being so, Theodore Roosevelt's
themselves, but on account of the danmurroof
recent
And that Is how he lost his head.
York's
New
as
garden
condition
is
lu
that the piano
good
central
he
a
must
figure
ger arising from microbes, which may
Washington Star.
to the term "dope as If It were tuned by some one close personality
have penetrated Into the covering of der gave prominence
a central
his
achievements
and
fiend." What Is the origin of "dope?" at hand.
the fruit
Had To.
thought in the campaign.
"Dope" Is an English dialect word for
In Holland potatoes are not received
Jones Why did you give that womWe desire to maintain the work of
the
but
a
"dope"
probably
simpleton,
not
The Otter's Tail.
In the parcel post, Denmark will
an on the ear your seat and leave your
this campaign witli popular subscripIn this case Is another one altogether,
The tall of the otter serves not only
receive almanacs and Egypt will not
wife standing?
each
from
horses
Dollar
of
One
of
the
tions
from
derived
Repub"doping"
as a rudder, but also as a means of
Browne Great Scott, man, that was
permit sausages to be posted. Ger- licans. To each subscriber we will
was
the
man
the
that
and
Implying
refuses anything of American orpropulsion, its movements closely reour cook! -- Judge.
many
In
this
a
habit.
of
victim
country
drug
send the Republican National Camsembling those of a screw propeller.
igin and has some clauses directed
"dope" has long signified any thick against Japan, white air guns, maps, paign Text Book and all documents
Wise and Unwise.
or
as
food
liquid or semlllquld used as
t
wax matches, rosaries, relics and jew- issued by the Committee.
The Wise man's often lost In thought
Sympathetic Ink.
American
Scientific
The
a
lubricant.
.
he's
When
with
wisdom
are the miscellaneous lot barred
A good sympathetic Ink Is made
Help us achieve a great victory.
that It once meant "a preparation elry
Host men are merely lost In thought
the chloride of copper.
Writing or says
S.
by
Spain.
Chairman.
Siir.u.MAX,
Jamks
Through- not being built for thinking.
of pitch, tallow and other Ingredients
drawing on paper with this Ink Is in which,
The gardens of the palace of La
Philadelphia Ledger.
P, O. Box zoftj, New Yo'iS)
being applied to the bottom of
visible at ordinary temperatures, but
the shoes, enables the wearer to glide Grandja, where Alfonso and Victoria
heated
is
or
when the paper
parchment
tbelr honeymoon, Is celelightly over the snow softened by the are spending
i
i
the writing or drawing at once apIs believed to come brated for Its fountains. One of them,
sun."
the
It
of
rays
to
the
pears of a beautiful yellowish color.
del
Banoa
Diane,
the
spouts
from the Dutch "doop," dripping or
When this fountain
paste, which la from the verb meaning height ot U0 feet
The Maori
was completed fbillp V., the builder of
to dip.
The Maori language is a Polynesian
the palace Bald, "Well, It has cost me
dialect It closely approaches that of
s.
Bnormoaa Valae ot Oar Hallnars.
$3,000,000, but for three minutes I have
Navlga-tor'the Sandwich islands, of the
The 220,000 miles of main track ot been amused."
group and of Rarotonga. Natives the railways of the United States repKing Edward's tailors have a standof these mutually understand one anresent property to the extent of
ing order for 100 suits a year, apart
other.
or as much as the total from military uniforms and court
Bell
HEN you buy
value of all the property In the coun- dresses. The king selects the patterns
Rubrics.
In 1860, the year of Lincoln's elecand materials himself, but the suits are
System Clothes, you Get a
Most of the mediaeval manuscripts try
tion. Their Income of over $2,000,000,-00- all fitted to a dummy, a skillful conred
in
Ink;
Initials
have the important
a year Is very nearly four times the trivance that perfectly represents bis
Dollar's Worth of Value for every
hence arose the term rubrics from ru
annual revenue of the United States person. The royal wardrobe at Buckbrics red.
Dollar Spent.
government. The number of men on ingham palace is ninety feet long by
feet wide.
their rolls Is 1,500,000, an army as thirty-siThe Codex Upaal.
One result of Wagner's celebrity was
as the combined forces that Oya- The Codex Upsal differs from every great
For Reliable Style, Fit, Fabric
and Llnevltch bad In Manchuria that It made Balreuth famous. The
ma
the
fact
lu
other known manuscript
of Portsmouth. great composer once said: "Before the
of
the
the
time
at
peace
on
Ink
with
silver
that It was written
and
Tailoring,
The railroads are a vast Interest. Any time of my trilogy the place was so
violet parchment, the Initials being of
thing which would hamper them In little known by the German postofflce
gold, The secret of the manufacture
The' Bell System Reputation has
tLelr legitimate activities would deal that letters addressed to Balreuth were
of this silver Ink Is not definitely
a hard blow to every Important Indus constantly sent to Beirut, In Syria.
known, though It Is suspected that
and Well
been Well
In the country
Selgfrled and the dragon Fafner have
Weekly.
some solution of the metal was eni-.- . try
for
all
altered
that
Correspondence
subse
then
and
ployed In the writing
"
Sustained.
Beirut now often comes here."
Erea-laaaeand Stutterlaa.
quently treated with chemicals to give
Indiana.
ot
states
In
Is
the
Arkansas,
another
Here
eyeglasses
discovery
the metallic luster and effect.
are recommended for those who stut- Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska,
and
Fall and
ter. It Is stated that an Improvement Texas, Oregon and Wisconsin an alien
The Vellala.
the
with
an
vote
upon complying
Improvement may
The vellala, a species of Jellyfish, Is a In the vision brings
Overcoats to Please Men and
made his prenatural raft, having a membrane which, In the speech. Perhaps somebody wlO, state laws, after having
to become a
refinement
added
out
an
next
that
declaration
find
a
as
liminary
serves
when erected and spread,
In the sense of smell will benefit the
of the United States. Under posBoys of all Sizes and Shapes are
SaiL
sense of hearing. At the same time sible exigencies of American politics
now Ready for your Inspection,
idea may be a good thing, the election of a president and vice
LOW '.ATES TO SANTA FE, N M. this eyeglass
and every young man, for Instance, president and the determination of the
via banta Fe Railway.
who means to ask the adored one to policies of the government might be
Designed and Made by
From Denver Clorado Springs and
m m me" shouldn't fan determined by the votes of aliens. In
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
to secure a pair of eyeglasses, or even all the other states no person is allow
Stern, Ltuer, Shohl & Co., Cincinnati, 0.
at one fares for the round trip. Dates
two, before putting the fateful ques- ed to vote who Is not a citizen of tbs
21, 23, 24, 28; September
August. 7,
tion. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
United States.
3, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29; October 2, 9, 16,
SOLD BY
limit 30 days from date of sale. For
note
bill
heads,
ot
Santa
heads,
Letter heads,
any agent,
particulars Inquire
Fe.
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
O. H. DON ART,
by the New Mexican Printing ComThe
at iow rates and in quantities to
pany
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
American
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.
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EXCURSION

Danderine

A British press club is to be founded

21,

DOLLAR?

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
R. W. CURTIS,
8outhwe$tern Pauenger Afent,
... i PASO, Til.
I. P. Tuhnii,
Ghm.

The Nary' Marksmanship.
"The criterion of target practice la
the actual number of bits per minute,"
ays Secretary of the Navy Bonaparte.
"Many ships now average between 75
and 00 per cent of hits with all their
main battery guns, whereas In former
days the percentage was rarely over
40, even though firing slowly at a target more than seven times as large as
the present one. Then the target was
100 feet long and 25 feet high; today
it Is 21 feet long and 12 feet high. This
Increase In hitting ability Is due to the
assiduous training in the target practices which have been carried out under
the new system adopted and also to
Improvement In ordnance. Going back
to 1808, when the navy was using black
powder and when sights and other
parts of the equipment were poorly developed, our firing was both slow and
inaccurate. At that time It was considered satisfactory If a twelve Inch
gun fired one shot In Ave minutes. But
with each subsequent Improvement In
ordnance the rapidity was somewhat
Increased, and by carrying out systematic target practice the present
striking efficiency has been attained.
For example, the heavy turret guns
that were but a few years ago allowed
five minutes In which to Are a shot
have recently fired three shots and
made three hits In one minute." Harper's Weekly.
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Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed
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Winter Suits
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Julius H. Gerties.

Tri

Dies,
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The New Mexican Printing Company
prepared to do the best of brief
work In short order and at very reasonable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave tbelr
orders.
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C. POST,
G. W. F & F. A.

J. H. GINET, JR.,

Stout Street Denver,

T.P.A-170-

Colo.

No fee charged

unless collection
Is made. We make
collections In all parts of the U. 'S,
ANTHONY P. WILSON, Attorney.
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Cures Backache
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' Do not risk
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Will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder
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bevond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more,
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THE HALL OF FAME.

ILIrL

James Cubb aud .leuule Korn were
recently wedded at Hobart, Okla.
The Ulug of Portugal Is said to be au
enthusiastic and able amateur painter.
Belen is 31 miles south of
Albuquerque, N. M., 'tJt the juncCatnllle
SalntSaetis, the famous
French composer, Is to visit America
tion oi the Main Line of the Santa Fe
System leading
next winter for a professional tour.
East
and
West
from
Kansas
Henry Broadhurst's only tailor for
Chicago,
City, Galveston and
some years after the commencement of
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and
his parliamentary life was his wife.
The delegates of the United States to
Old Meiico.
the International wireless telegraph
conference lu Berlin In September will
1,000 business and residenca lots, size UxUC feet, laid
be Ueueral James Allen, Rear Admiral
out with broad 80 and
H. N, Muuney and John I. Waterbury.
streets, with alleys 20 feet
Major General 0. 0. Howard of the
with
beautiful
lake
and
wide,
public park and grand old
Union army aud Lieutenant General
I.ee
of
D,
the Confederate
shade trees; public school house,
Stephen
costing $16,000; churchforces are talking of writing a Joint'
Commercial
es;
Club; a population of 1,500 people;
history of the civil war. The men were
classmates at West Polut.
mercantile
establishments ; the 3elen Patent Rolllarge
The rich carpet manufacturer, Alexander Smith Cochran of Youkers, N. Y
er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large
winery; three ho-- "
has purchased the Martin farm, near
his city, and will Improve the property
tels, restaurauts, etc., Belen is the largest shipping poiut
and erect on It a complete sanitarium
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Centra! New
for the treatment of tuberculosis.
When Lord Curzon was
appoluted
Meiico.
Its importance as a great oommerjial railroad
viceroy of India, the post recently vacated, he completed oue of the dreams
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
of bis school days. From the time he
I
first knew the government house, Calcutta, was a facsimile of his ancestral
home, Kedleston Hall, near Derby, ha
desired to occupy It as governor general of Iudla.
Edward Iveson Goldsmith bears the
treble distinction of being the oldest
-- TTTT
native citizen of Lynn, Mass., the oldest veteran of the civil war now living
in the Buy State and oue of the youngest looklug men of his age In the world.
He has Just celebrated his ninety-fourtis a San Francisco youth of nineteen.
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
birthday aud does not look a day over He first came Into special notice last
elxty-flvIn addition to Cecil Lean the engageyear at the Lewis and Claris exposi- M. T. Freeman of Crawford
county, tion, where he sailed Baldwin's City ments for Jnrnos IC. Hackett's production of "The Alcayde" Include Eugene
Pa., oue of the original Fremont Re- of Portland.
Cowles, formerly of the Bostonlans.
publicans, Is now in his elghty-flrs- t
Albert Froom, F. Kek Schilling, Wilyear. When the campaign of 1850 was
Enid Van del I.
at Its height he made a compact that
The Kentucklans who arranged the liam Hodge and Howard Chambers of
he would not shave until Fremont programme for "home
coming week" "The Tourists" company are all baseshould be elected. He kept his vow, at Louisville set apart one day, June ball cranks aud can always be found
for since that time no razor has touchat every game possible to attend.
17, as Boone day aud made conspicued his face, though he has never allow- ous In the ceremonies arranged for the
lu order that he may be prepared to
ed his beard to reach Inordinate length.
occasion the unveiling of a statue of meet the unusual demands made for
Daniel Boone, the work of Miss Enid encores on his soug "College Chums" In
Miss Yandell Is a daughter of the musical fantasy "The Man From
Yandell,
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
the Blue Qrass State Now," Harry Bulger has w.rltten six
herself and has giv- more verses.
Mme. Bernhardt will spend the sum
.
en much study to
mer at her chateau on the French coast,
The regular dramatic season at the
the life aud charac- Castle Square theater,
near Trouville.
will beter of Boone. Oue gin on the afternoon Boston,
D. L. Don has beeu
of Labor day,
engaged to sup
of the first impor- Sept. 3. The stock company has not
port Montgomery and Stone next sea- tant things she did yet been completed, but it will include
ion In "The Red Mill."
was a statue of him many of the old favorites.
Thompson & Dundy will next season
for the Kentucky
The entrance of the stranded chorus
present Edward Abeles In a dramatiza
building at the Co- girls carrying the baggage of the Amertlon of "Brewster's Millions."
lumbian exposition ican Opera
I. Alglon
company lu financial disami "Hninlet" are Bern- - of 1893.
It was Miss Yandell also who tress In
Tokyo Is oue of the funniest
naruts favorite male roles. She plays executed the
caryatides of the Wom- things In Richard Carle's American-Japanes"1 Alglon" as a sort of toy "Hamlet."
an's building at the same fair. At the
comic opera, "The Mayor of
Richard Carle writes his own lyrics Tennessee centennial her
interpretation Tokyo."
for his comic operas and proves himself of a Hindoo at
adwas
much
prayer
to be a verse maker uf much facility.
mired and awarded a medal. One of bisTaking advantage of the success of
latest play, "His House In Order,"
Walter D. Nealand has been
her best known works Is the Carrie
which Is bringing crowded audlencea
for next season by John P.
Brown memorial fountain at Provi- to
the St. James' theater, London, Mr,
as manager of "The Yankee Con- dence, entitled "The
Struggle of Life." Alexander has raised the
sul."
prices In the
She was the first woman to
the
enjoy
unarles Frohman has obtained the honor of an election to the National gallery, which has become quite a fashionable part of Uie house.
American rights for a new version of Sculpture
society.
"Brigadier Gerard," by Sir A. Conau
THE STAY AT HOME.
MODES OF THE MOMENT.
Doyle.
Charlotte Hunt, the charming leading
Let ethers go
Hand embroidery never bad a great
lady of the Bowdoin Square theater,
For pomp and show
er popularity than now.
Boston, has beeu onllie stage since she
Whsrs ocean beats or mountain towars.
was four years of age.
Next to the oue piece costume, which
I'm glad I've got
A homelike spot
Is most popular, there is the blouse,
To rest In after working hours.
which harmonizes or matches the color
Lewis Emery, Jr.
Lewis Emery, Jr., Lincoln Republicof the skirt.
My wife and I,
an and Democratic nominee for govContented, sigh
Some of the finer linen suits hare
For nothing that the haunts of pleasure
ernor of Pennsylvania, was born In
panels of embroidery Inserted between
By sea or lake
Chautauqua county, N. Y In 1834, but
rows of Insertion, aud especially In the
Could add to make
pent his early youth in Michigan. He Our Joy In lite of greater maasur.
princess model these are very effective.
Some of the petticoats are fairly
Good food to eat
loaded down with trimmings, ruffles
(Despite the heat,
I love my meals, and so does Kitty)
and frills of every description, billows
And not a care
of lace, a hundred yards frequently
What clothes to wear!
We're quite contented in the elty.
finding a place on one skirt, medal
lions, ribbons and embroideries of va
Although to stick
.
rious sorts.
Where walls of brick
Buttons are about as elaborate as
Bnoompass one In all directions
Is hard, we've got
they can be, whether of metal, pearl or
A cinch. That's whatl
bone, and there are some charming
We're sponging on my wife's connecnovelties in llneu covered ones. Some
tions
T. A. Daly In Cathollo Standard and of them are
completely covered. Oth
Times.
ers have perhaps a single figure or
flower In the center, and still others
He Never Tumbled.
show a Dresden effect
New York
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Too Lively For Comfort,

"Wbewl

This

la

a tough

bit-o-

ak,

1

reckon."

Shattered Romance,
"Yes, we were at the play this afternoon. All the girls think Lester
Scraggs is just too lovely for anything. What was the play about? I
don't know. We were too much abIn 1878.
sorbed In watching Lester to pay any
attention to the play. He looked Just
Maeola Beacher, the Aeronaat.
too killing In a yellow wig, with a blue
Lincoln Beachey, who recently sailed
cloak hanging over his arm. And
plush
around the national capital and the he
had the sweetest jeweled sword I
Washington monument In his airship,
"After the play we all went around
to the stage door and waited for him
to come out. And, say, he Isn't the
least bit handsome when you gee bltn
close. His face Is awfully flabby, and
his hair Is short and thin and kind of
sandy. There was a fat woman In a
freak hat came up just as he started
away and took hold of his arm,, and
they walked along together. 'I wonder who that woman is?' I said to Jane
A coarse looking man near
Snooply.
the door beard me. 'That's his wife,'
he said.
"Then we all went
Plain Dealer.
A

home."--Clevela-

nd

.

,y;- - Patents la Canada.
During the first year of a patent
granted In Canada the pantentee may

ready made, Within two years be must
either begin the manufacture of his device In Canada or arrange that Canadian Importers may bring lu the article
on terms as advantagoously as though
It were made there.

Deacon Lucas-W- hat
fer did they
dun discharged
Pabson Shouter?
Wuzn't his sermons lively enuff ?
Smitb-D- at's
Deacou
de trouble.
Dey wuz too lively.
Pahson dun
pound de pulpit en yell so dat nobody
could get er wink ob sleep de whole
Chieftain.
Smefr-Pue- blo

Earache,
In case of earache do not put anything Into the ear except by direction
of a physician. The best way to relieve earache is to heat an iron or brick,
wrap It In two or three thicknesses of
flannel, pour warm water on the top,
when steam will at once rise. If the
ear Is placed close to the flannel the
it sain wlllemeateeyerypart of It,
The Marigold.
The marigold goes to sleep with the
sun and remains quiescent until
The Largest Topas.
The largest topax lu the world, now
In the Vatican at Rome, weighs seven
pounds and has carvings upon it that
occupied three Neapolitan lapidaries
sixty-onyears.
e

Mrs.

All Together.
Malnprop-Y-

es;

he had ten

pall-

bearers.
Mrs. Jeuks But they wereu't all active, were they? They didn't all carry
the casket.
Mrs. Malaprop Yes; they carried
nlmer unanimously. Philadelphia
Ledger.
No One to Ask.
Ethel I wish I could find out If he
has any bad habits.
Edith Can you not?
Ethel-N- o.
He hasn't a friend In the
world I New York Press.
A

I

L

?tt

h
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Ft,to'e Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Ctit-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
....
"""""'""""""

i
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BELEN TOWNSITE

.

aerved an apprenticeship In a woolen
mill and at nineteen became a country
achoolteacber. Later he found his war
to the oil fields of Pennsylvania. Years
of struggle and vicissitude followed
this venture, and it was not until the
opening of the great Bradford oil field
that he emerged from difficulties a man
of Independent fortune. He was first
chosen to the Pennsylvania legislature

U

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

70-fo-

"

Iftll)U
V

.

Summer Romance.

Summer maiden. Full of fun.
Bummer fellow. Chapter one.
Moonlight evening. Naught to do.
Tender topics. Chapter two.

The Mexican Central has
recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or
Tamplco,
thence via the famous Ward Steamship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, can be made for $122.50. A
more delightful trip can not be
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, tile
"Paris of America." Further Information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Acent. El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock. As
slstant General Passenger Agent, City
stop-ove-

or Mexico.

August passes. Girl no more.
Likewise diamond. Chapter four,

If you cannot afford to pay for
daily paper, subscribe for the Weeklj
New Mexican Review and get th
cream of the week's doings. It Is
good paper to send to your friends.

Young man wakens. Heart to mend.
Lore next season T No I The end.
Perrlne Lambert In Judge.

Sells Louisville Stock.

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
SI NSIIIM' ROUTE, v,,i TOh'l'ANCE

FA8T PASSE.NGF.R AND FREIGHT Sr.RVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC

UATliWAY.

iTCAMl?

TICrt

r

Sparkling diamond. Love will be
Ever cherished. Chapter three.

It developed recently that

George
If you want anything on earth try
Tebeau, owner of the baseball franchises of Louisville and Kansas City a New Mexican "ad.
In the American association, and Denver in the Western league, has disposed of a block of stock of the LouisFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
ville club to ten business men of the
city. These men are all ardent supporters of the team, and the effect will
MASONIC.
be to popularize the Colonels.
Just
how much stock was sold Is not
Montezuma Lodge No
known, but It Is certain that the con1, A. F. k A. M. Regu
trol of the club still rests with Oeorge
lar communication first
Tebeau. The Louisville club bas alMonday of each month
ways been a money maker, and this
at Masonic Hall at 7:36
bas been a banner year and the stock
was disposed of at par value.
p. m.
H. F. STBPHEN3, W. M
A Motoring; Hint.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
"Robbing Peter to pay Paul" always
has been conceded to be poor policy,
Santa Fe Chapter, No,
but there are times on the road when
1, R. A. M. Regular
a motorist has his choice between
convocation 2nd Mon
something of the sort or walking.
It is possible to remove a bolt or nut
day of each month at
Masonlo Hall at 7: SO
from some place where it serves a not
. m.
very important purpose and to use It
f
to replace one In some vital part. This
S. SPITZ, H. P,
sort of makeshift Is one that requires ARTHUR SKLIGMAN, Secy.
Judgment, however.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Sir Thomas Llpton.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
In response to an Invitation to visit
fourth Monday lu each
Milwaukee during the summer, Sir
month at Masonic Hall at
Thomas Upton has cabled that he :30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, 8. C
will be unable to come over. This
W. H. KKNNHDY, Recorder.
would Indicate that Sir Thomas will
not start' the Shamrock In the king's
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
cup race of the New York Yacht club 14th
degree, Ancient and Accepted
at Newport, R. I.
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
How to Make Cot Glass Sparkle. on the third Saturday of each month
To make cut glass brilliant, rinse it at 7:30 o'clock In
the evening In
with a little alcohol, says the Pittsburg Masonlo Hall, south side of plaza
Press. If not enough alcohol Is on Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
hand to pour over the glass, rub It with cordially Invited to attend.
a cloth wet with alcohol, squeezing It CHARL1S FRANKLIN BASLEY, 32.
Into the cuts, Then rub the dish Inside
Venerable Master
and out with a damp cloth, and It will PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sea.
shine as effectively as It did when new
Another method of gaining this luster
O.O. F.
for cut glass Is to clean It with finely
powdered chalk and a brush, and It Is
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. 0. F.,
also accomplished by! using a good silIn Odd
ver polish and cleaning In the same meets every Thursday evening
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
way as the silver is ordinarily cleaned
Visiting brothers welcome.
J. K. LACOMR, N. O.
Bow to Counteract Too Much Salt.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
When anything Is accidentally made
too salty It can be counteracted by addKNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
ing a tablespoonful of vinegar and a
tablespoonful of sugar.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o!
The Title ,11. D.
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
William Gardenlo was the first per and third Tuesday evenings at 8
son on whom the title of doctor of o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
medicine was bestowed. He received Odd Fellows, San, Francisco street.
It from the College of Asto, lu Italy, in
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
1329.
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTBR, C. C.
Peanuts.
K. R. S.
K. STAUFE'ER,
JOHN
At the present time the peanut crop
D. LOWITZKl, Master of Finance.
amounts to about 11,000,000 bushels
annually. Virginia and North Carolina
still maintain their lead, but Tennessee
B. P. 0. E.
now raises about 800,000 bushels,
though of on Inferior quality. Of the
Sauta Fe Lode, No. 40, B. P. 0. 1.,
ordinary variety abosft twenty-twbalds Its regular session oil the secon
pounds make a bushel.
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Books Publicly Burnt.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
NORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
There was a curious punishment In come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
England by which any one who wrote
books condemned by the law as objectionable was compelled to publicly burn
them. The last time tills was done was
FRATERNAL UNION.
In 1793, when Alexander Wilson, a not?.uui Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
ed ornithologist and poet, was fined and Union of America.
Regular meetings
condemned to publicly burn poems ac- first and third
Mondays In each month
counted libelous at the Market cross, at 8 o'clock
p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
Paisley.
San Francisco street. Vlsltlug Frat
ers welcome.
Aa Odd Custom. .'
R. L. BACa, iTaternaj MatteT
Hottentot women cut off a , finger
DAVID UONZALBS, Secy.
Joint when they remarry,
UAOOIB U. MONTOYA. Treas
do-la- g

3

o

I

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, wlfh El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fs,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway. At Santa Fa
with the Denver & Rio Grsnda Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via ihe Chicago, Rock Itfand ft Paolflo Ral'-'i- ,
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W.H.ANDREWS,
S. . GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Qen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNCi,
A. L. GR.M8HAW,
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt,
'leneral Offices, 8anta Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SA VB YOU A G BEAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE

TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

IPRICE-LIST- J
r
2 J indies long
Stamp,
lie
Each additional line on game stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2$ and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15o
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over t inches long. ...Mo
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
le
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches loag way, 21c ertra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch in size, we charg
for one line for taoh
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten
1..W
years
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in beh
10c
Regular line Dater
ZBe
Defiance or Model Band Dater
1.50
h'&e Simile
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1 00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Iix2, 10c; 2i3i, 15c; 2x3i, 25c; 2x4, 35c; 31i6J, 50c;
41x71,7lo.
Oiie-Iin- e

not-ove-

one-na- if

--

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JVEV HEXICAJII PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,

21,

190.

made it a point to pay a visit to the tie which is mainly of a strictly pervarious towns along the line and see sonal nature the writer states that he
what Improvements are being made. Is always willing to look after the
fCoiitinued from Paee Four)
Although the trip was rather an ardu- Interests of New Mexico,
Hon. James Francis Burke is a
ous one on account of the climbing
as CongressForest Guard Hugh H. Harris re- of arroyos that it envolved, Mr. Grim- candidate for
turned last night after spending the shaw enjoyed it very much even If man in the Thirty-firs- t
Congressional
That he
he Is
S
and fatigued.
district of Pennsylvania.
day at the Albuquerque fair.
Thomas B. Catron and John W.
"Everything Is booming down in the will succeed himself Is already a foreCatron left this morning in their au- Estancla Valley " he said this morning gone conclusion for the simple reason
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
when seen at his office by a representathat he Is without opposition. This
tomobile on a flying trip to Lamy.
the New Mexican. He grew district Is naturally overwhelmingly
No. 40
William Strover, a clerk In tive-of
CUptalu
No.
4.
Market
Meat
Telephone
OrocervTelephone
as he dwelt upon Republican, and having made a splenthe general kind office at Washington, very enthusiastic
him more did record during his first term as a
who Is doing, special work examining this subject. What pleased
car of Kansas hay. It Is much the
than anything else wa.3 the splendid representative from .Allegheny, the
IMPORTED GROCERIES.
to
in
New
returned
Mexico,
surveys
of the cattle and sheep. He Democrats and Lincoln party endors
We have lately put In stock several best hay we have had for a year or
the city last night after spending two condition
there was an abundance ed him for
that
observed
new Hems in Imported goods. We more.
Ter80 . weeks In the eastern part of the
of grass on the ranges and that the
Per Cwt
'A recent Issue of the Pittsburg
have:
$15.00 ritory.
water holes were full from the recent Gazette contained a cartoon of the
Artichokes, ait Naturale, per can .25. Per Ton
of
Tierra rains,
Julian Amado, merchant
30 New Alfalfa, nice and green .75,
Artichokes, ragout, per can
popular young Congressman which
IH.00 Amanita, who .has been In AlbuquerTon
"Everything Is looking fine In the was entitled "Speaking of Easter PosCepea, "very large mushrooms," can 30
que attending the convention of the valley," Mr. Grimshaw continued. "I ies!" Mr. Burke was
tKK-- f
pictured standing
Maeedolnes, "mixed vegetables,"
Sheep and Wool Growers' Association, was really surprised at the advance- In the center of a stage bearing four
2a
can
In
He
a
now
the
visitor
Is.
OYSTERS.
Capital.
ment made, These are actual factj huge bouquets of flowers attached to
u
la Unas, .20,
Tsardluettes,
FORTY-EIGHTYEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906
Is accompanied by his wife and two and not hot air. Not only are the which
35
2 cans
Oysters are now in season.
were ribbons Inscribed with the THE
lo leave for
In cans,
and
children.
we
well
with
covered
expect
They
Baltimore
and
get
So
ranges
pastures
endorsements of the various opposiSardines, peeled and boneless
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.
home Saturday,
sell at 55c for a pint and a half. ,
grass but the fields in cultivation are tion parties and his
by
a
30c
at
new
settlers
bulk
in
The
re
Southern oysters
Mr. and Mrs. I,. F. Montenie
bearing good crops.
the Republicans.
turned last night from Albuquerque, appear to be well satisfied with the
pint.
NEW HONEY.
Congressman Burke has sprung In
after spending several days at the pospects and the country Is filling to prominence in politics only within
New Comb Honey Is now in
fair and attending the convention of up at a rapid ratt'i Near Estancla, I the past few years, and Is' now recog2u
Las Cruces, per comb
GOOD BUTTER.
t lie New Mexico Funeral Directors and
saw some broom corn growing, that nized as one of the
la
comb
leading politicians
per
Kspanola,
Our Clover Leaf Brand or butter Embalmers' Association of which Mr.
as simply fine.
of Pennsylvania.
During his Initial
The Las Crucea honey Is better is
I.t
satisfaction.
and
excellent
"Bstanela
WiHard,
Morlarty
giving
Montenie was elected treasurer for
term rs a Congressman he was a facfilled and whiter, but the Kspanola
is put up in the sealed packages which the ensuing year.
Mcintosh are developing into thriving tor in lining up the representatives
is of excellent quality.
insures its cleanliness and freshness.
communities. At Estancia, In particu- from his state for Hon. W, H. Andrews
tot WeAdiug Ctutda M
FRESH MEATS.
lar, carpenters and other mechanics the Delegate to Congress from New
buildis the 'place to
new
market
in
Our
demand.
meat
are
Many
the Mew Mmlcaa.
great
COLORADO POTATOES.
Mexico, and the latter could count on
or a tender juicy
ings are going up and the citizens are the hearty support of the PennsylvaWe now have San Luis Valley pota- get a tender steak
(Continued from Page Five.)
We sell the very finest qualielated over the outlook for thi future, nians."
toes. We are selling them at $1.75 roast.
a specialty of
make
and
of
meats
The Eastern Railway of New Mexico,
ty
Speaker "Joe" Cannon was not slow
pet cwt.
At the Good Roads' Convention in Is
the fancy cuts.
having wells sunk at Will and and to recognize the personal magnetism
I!
of that town is keeping up with tha pro
Albuquerque, Oregorlo Oriego,
of
the
and
tact
young
Congressman
Penasco, Taos County, was elected cession. The John Becker Mercantile from
a
FRESH FISH.
Having taken
Allegheny.
one of the vice presidents..
FRESH VEGETABLES.
Comnanv has a large store tluio and
We receive weekly a nice line of
la the Fleee Fa
Interest In his younger colkindly
In
The Yuma Athenaeum Company ar- Is doing a big business, making heavy league the veteran
The fall varieties are now
fresh fish, each Friday. The price
permitted
speaker
rived in the city this afternoon from shipment.) of potatoes, etc.
per pound. market
him to wield the gavel during several
ranges fiom 15c to 22
10 Las Ve?ns, and the members of the
"Morlartv and Mcintosh are also
They are now coming forward in fine Egg plant, each
Important debates. Mr. Burk was also
Com
Mercantile
Hnafhea
25
The
4
Hotel
Potatoes..the
thriving.
lbs. Sweet
troupe are quartered at
condition. Halibut, Baracuda, Flounappointed a member of the committee
25 Claire. imnv has established a brick yard at on
Tomatoes, per basket
ders, Perch, Salmon, etc.
military affairs, which is one of
Maaniactnrtf Of
niak'n-- r ndobe
is
and
02
former
i.lace
the
Cabbage, per pound
From Albuquerque comes a report
four Important committees of the
the
Consider
in great quantities.
05
brick
pound
In
per
to
Parsnips,
the effect that the grand jury
are going on House.
AND
25
Sweet Corn, per doz
KANSAS HAY.
the United States court for the Second able building operations
of Mcln
town
new
at
and
the
.07
there
.05
and
each
We are now selling from our first
Cantaloupes,
Judicial District, will investigate the
Romero Is having much FAIR WEATHER
tosh.
alleged Illegal deal In coal lands in lumberEugenio
sawed in his mill In the Man
Bernalillo
and
McKlnley zano Mountains hauled to Estancla
Sandoval,
STILL PREVAILS
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Counties, in which Dr. J. H. Sloan of and
from these points
and
Mcintosh,
DKLUADO.
FRANCISCO
HUGHES.
LEVI k.
this city and others are involved.
"Oh, what Is so rare us a day in
some of it Is shipped to Santa Rosa
)
HUGHES & DELGADO.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and other nlnees on the El Paso & June," might never have been
had Santa Fe climate in the fall
Railway through trains were all more Southwestern Railroad.
at
or less late today.
The Santa
"The Santa Fe Central Railway of the year been so well known
We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
branch train did not return handled in two days this week, one that time. Bright cloudless days, a
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
from the junction on lis first trip to- hundred and nineteen passengers from deep blue dome above and the sun
:
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West Side of Plaza,
day until 1:30 o'clock this afternoon, nnlnfs on Its line to Kennedy, who shining down at just the proper temhaving made connections there with were on their way to the fair at At perature, all unite to make this seathrough trains No. 7 and 8. There buqnerque. So far tlliij week the fair son of the year, superior If possible
In the evening
o that, of any. other.
will be no train out again today on visitors who went over our line num
the branch line until this evening at ber between 250 and 300. Train No. grate fires are not uncomfortable,
a light frost generally covers the
8:50
the .afternoon train 2 yesterday carried twenty-sio'clock,
people and
IF. N. TOWNSEND.
scheduled to leave at 4:20 o'clock hav- alone from Torrance, who came via earih early in the morning. "Oh, what
Is so rare as a September day in San-ling been annulled.
the automobile line from Roswell. J
Fe," that line should have read.
of
the
W.
manager
m.
Stockard,
Train
Train report at 2:"0 p.
forecast of the local weather
The
now
line
automobile
No. 7, from the east on the Santa
man is for continued fair weather toFe due last evening, arrived this af- has eleven, automobiles in operation
and Saturday with stationary
ternoon at one o'clock. Train No. between those two points and the night
The temperature at C
temperature.
3, from the east, due at Lamy at 8:55 route Is becoming popular with the
o'clock this morning was 51 degrees.
1
public.
No.
traveling
a. m., arrived at
Train
p. m,
"The Santa Fe Central has in Mr Hie lowest temperature last night wa?
2 from the south and the west, due
48 degrees.
Yesterday the maximum
4 Slockaiid's office tickets reading from
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
at noon reported to arrive at
temperature was 72 degrees at 4:05-p- .
Roswell to all points on the system.
m.
one
Fe
We
Santa
Central
our
stock.
p.
added
our
been
has
lo
reported
"Our Place"
buy
"The Santa Fe Central has put up m while the minimum temperature
hour late. Denver & Rio Grande on
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
at.
Torrance a water meter which reg was 42 degrees at 6 a. m. The mean
time. Train No. 1, from the east on
57 deas hlgih as ten million cubic feet temperature for the day was
isters
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
the Santa Fe, reported five hours late
with a relative humidity of 52
grees
will
be
This
of
water.
complet
to Coronado Hotel.
plant
and will leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m.
ed in the next two days. Water will per cent.
A party of eleven homeseekers and
be hauled via the .railroad from EsAKERS & TOWNSEND,
new settlers passed through the city
tancla to Torrance. The water will
MARKET REPORT
yesterday afternoon, coming via the be emptied first Into a submerged
&
RailSanta
Fe
Atchison, Topeka
will
be
it
which
from
pumped
tank,
way, and leaving later over the Santa into an overhead tank, thence flowing
MONEY AND METALS.
Fe Central Railway. Three women
with Wihich the meter is
New York, Sept. 21. Money on call
through
pipes
to
were in the party on their way
connected to the water crane on the firm H!ftC per cent.
join their husbands who have settled
7.
of way of the El Paso & SouthPrime mercantile paper 0
on homestead claims In the Estancla right
BBS Si
western Railroad.
Silver CS.
C.
was
Maxwell
at
the
J.
Valley.
Is
to be
used
21. Lead firm,
water
New
"The
York,
Sept..
head of the delegation and he was from the Eitancla
jj
ll(f U.UZ J iS.
Springs. An analymet here by A. H. Bromelsick, both of sis of this water has
been made and
19.2519.511.
strong
Copper
whom are Interested in the settlement
shows it to be of the finest, especially
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 21.
Spelter
of the Estancia Valley and especially
for locomotive use.
quiet, $(1.25,
new
of
in
of
town
the
the
vicinity
GoocTRoad via Espanola, N. M.,
"The Santa Fe Central has orders
Chicago, Sept, 21. Wheat. Sept. 72
Mcintosh.
for between 35,000 and 40,000 sheep
Dec. 71
to be shipped on Its line during the
Corn Sept. 48
Dec, 43.
monlh of October, At Torrance large
Dec. 33
Oats Sept. 33
RETURNS FROM AN
Pork Sept, $10.50; .Tan. $13.12
temporary stock yards have been
INSPECTION TOUR erected
for the handling of some of
Oct. $8.85.
Lard Sept. $8,87'
these sheep and many shipments will
Ribs Sept. $8.92
Oct, $8.57
General Manager Grimshaw of Santa l)e made from there this fall.
St. Louis, Sept. 21. Wool steady
Fe Central Railway, Tells of
"In the three years that I have been ar.d unchanged.
J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.
connected witn the Santa Fe Central
Estancia Valley.
Atchison 107; pfd. 101
New York Central 143
Railway, I have never seen conditions
line better than they are at
Pennsylvania 142
'General Manager S. B. Grimshaw, along the
time."
Southern Pacific 9G
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, re- the present
New York Central 143
FLAT :
turned last night from an inspection
: BLANK :
Union Pacific 187
pfd. 92
trip over the system which required JOINT STATEHOOD
copper 114
Mr. Grimshaw devoted
three days.
WILL BE FACT Amalgamated
Steel 451.-2- ;
pfd. 106
most of his time to scrutinizing the
Kansas City, Sept. 21. Cattle rebridges of which there are seventy-fou- r
of Pennsylin the stretch of one hundred and Says Congressman Burke
ceipts 3,000, slow, steady; native
vania in Letter to His Brother
steers $4G.40; southern steers $2.75
All but one of the
sixteen miles.
Here.
4; southern cows $23.10; native
wooden
are
structures and
bridges
cows and heifers $1.755; stockers
nearly all of them span dry arroyo?.
"It is the general opinion in Wash- and feeders $2.604.60; bulla $2.10
The only steel bridge on the line
western
3.25; calves
$3.256.25;
that joint statehood will be a
crosses
Rio
the
La
Java.
ington
--TOWlille on the inspection tour when fact," declares Congressman Junes fed steers $3.405; wesiern fed cows
not engaged In examining the bridges Francis Burke of Pittsburg, Pennsyl- $2.253.75.
and roadbed the official found ample vania, in a letter received here yesterSheep receipts 3,000, steady; muttTme to gaze from the train as It day by his brother, 15. C. Burke, priv- tons $4.755.50;
lambs" $C7.60;
sped along and note the conditions of ate secretary of Attorney General W. range wethers $4.255.75; ewes $4
the newly opened country. He also C. Reid. In another part of the epis- - 4.50.
Chicago, Sept. 21. Cattle receipts
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
3,000, steady; beeves $3.8506.95; cows
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
and heifers $1.505.15; stockers and
feeders $2.G54.60;
Texans $3.70
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
4.45; westerns $3. 755.30; calves $6

GROCERS,

BUTCHERS
"

BAKERS,

St. Michael's College

Personal Mention.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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EADQUARTERS

Minor City Topics.

tie m

mm mm COPY

Mercantile Stationery

:

LEDQERS.

BLANK BOOKS

writ-left-

Insurance and Real Estate

7

"THE CLUB"

Proprietors.

HO FOR

UBLISHERS

THE

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH

RINTERS

11.

BINDERS

ALL IJ0TEL ACCOMODATIONS
SULPHUR SPIRNCS, N M.

0 o

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent

Wells Fargo & Company

BOOK.

OPENING

Express.

General Express Forwarders

All

Parts of the World.

the United States, Canada, Mexico
all
and
Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

Payable Throughout

DENVER & 310 GRANDE

Sheep receipts 6,000, strong; sheep

$3.905.55; lambs

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

Twenty Minutes
Time Enough ?

Scenic Line of the WofloV'

"A,.

Jill JaS

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

A

ijq

-;-;;-

-'

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with til lines Etat and West
Time aa Quick and Rate at Low at Other Line.
TOURIST
SLEEPERS, DINING-CAR- S,
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tiresome Delay at Any Station.

PULLMAN

ti

.

-

i

fm,(yte3CH

Fine line of Indian Blanket! and Curloe at.CandelarioV the Original
San Francisco Street. He mines his own
Old Curio 8tore,
west. Curios suitable for gifts ty the
finest In the
the
.
thousands.

e

301-30- 3

...

.

For Illustrated Adrertieiat Matter r IafoniMtloa Addresei
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

$5.1007.75,

;

r

To Care the Worst Headache From Any
Cause
New Reduction Method.
Most headachei and pains yield Instantly to
the new Reduction Method Dr. Snoop's Twenty
Minute Headache Cure, The cause (or these
a rushing ol blood to the
pains is congestion
nerve centers which distends the veins to
the
nearly
bursting point Swollen and enlarged,
these veins and capillaries exert an irritating
pressure on the myriads A o( nerve branohes and
fibres. Then, there's a
pain, and dually that
less ache, This new
ceast
excruolatlng,
Reduction Method
disperses the blood,
distributes
overnow, ana ai- the
reota Itto the pro
Ik
per channels. It
centers from all
lines tne nerve
irritation tha
pressure and
ana
aches dlsap- painsbecause
tneir cause
pear
i
moved. You
re
been
tat
sand rems- mavtrvathoudles vou mav
druff and atu- Into submission
pity the nerves
but the remedT
whloh brlnga
Dromut relief and
permanent cure
will-bbecause It reduces
successful
tha oonaestlon
must embody the
It
Medicine has thus
Reduotion Method.
found a way simple and sure, yet the only way
to thoroughly overcome these attaoks of Headache and Neuralgia. The effect of Dr. Snoop's
Twenty Minute Headache Cure la prompt perfectly suited to all forms of Headache and absolutely positive In every temperament, .for tale
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FISCHER DRUG CO.

Oswald A.Budd,
Accountant and Auditor,

Corporation and Partnership, Accounting and
Specialty,
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Installing of

Systems
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A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man leel at peace with the
Bon Ton Hotb! and Lunch Counter.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family bat need
reliable remedy lor colic or
of
oWrhea al mM time during lite
year.
This remedy it recotnmanded
by dealers, who have told it far
any yean and know hi value.
It has received thousands of
tasdraooiali from grateful people.
II hat been prescribed by pity
siciani with the most satisfactory
results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
ej a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Gut
you afford to risk to muck for te
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BUY IT NOW.

J. M.

DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street,

Office
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Telephone No. 30.

Honrs:

tn.t except Wednesday
m U Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
for
First class accommodation!!
limited number of patients, '
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

X

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity. '"'
Rajs and Radiographic work
Violet Bays, Phototherapy,
v
Ozone Generator, Etc.
.
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